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Introduction

This is a story about joins.

The join is the place where two or ore things co e together.
A place where the properties of one thing ust nd agree ent 
with the properties of another in order to achieve a union – 
to beco e one... 
to beco e whole.
 
More speci cally, this is a story about joining by and with design. 
At its ost si plistic level, this is a story about using design to 
join the parts of a piece of furniture together. At its ost a bitious 
level, it is a story about joining people living in poverty who are 
neglected by the designers of anufacturing with technology that 
can e power the  to design AND anufacture for the selves 
(Papanek 1971; Melles, de Vere, and Misic 2011; Gershenfeld 
200 ; Anderson 2012 . At its ost abstract, it is a story about 
joining our industrial past with the future at this present o ent 
in ti e. At its ost personal, it is a story about joining two cultures 
and two careers. At its ost acade ic, it is about joining design 
with art and engineering. And at its ost prag atic, it is about 
joining technology and anufacturing with sustainability.

This project explores the uestion  Can a desktop 3D printer 
(D3DP  be used to fabricate a sustainable, odular, press- t 
joint, which could be used to ake furniture

On the surface this question indicates that the Art of Potential 
project is about aking furniture parts with a fancy new 
technology. owever, a stronger question drives this research  

ow can 3D printing (3DP  beco e a ore relevant and 
accessible technology that can e power the people who need 
the bene ts of on-de and anufacturing the ost – people living 
in poverty  

In 1971 Victor Papanek wrote his critique of the industrial design 
profession, Design for the Real World. In it, he identi es the 
environ ental and social injustices that industrial design and 
the anufacturing industry are responsible for by catering to 
the needs and whi s of the s allest and wealthiest seg ent 
of society while neglecting the needs of the poorest 7 . e 
cites nu erous exa ples of how design can change the lives of 
people living in poverty and challenges industrial designers to 
give their attention to the needs of this ajority. Today, with 1.2 

“Earth… It’s a pretty 
small spaceship and 

50 to 60 percent of the 
population cannot help 

run it, or even help 
themselves stay alive, 

through no fault of their 
own. 

 – Papanek 1971, 59

Accessible technology  
a technology or product 

that can be easily and/or 
intuitively used or adopted 

by individuals with a 
ini u  of education or 

preparation.

Join  a place where two or 
ore things are connected 

or fastened together.

Joint  a point at which parts 
of an arti cial structure  

are joined.

Relevant technology: 
a technology that is 

affordable, accessible, and 
functions according to an 

individual s needs
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Early development of the “Jansen Joint”
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billion people living in extre e poverty on less than 1.2  USD a 
day Papanek s challenge to industrial designers is just as relevant 
as it was in 1971 ( UNESCO Global Pro le of Extre e Poverty  
2012).

I have seen this change take place. I saw it when I worked for 
two years in the West African country of Cape Verde to design 
better educational resources and sanitation facilities in rural 
co unities. I saw it when I worked in the San Francisco bay 
area as an environ ental activist in low-inco e neighbourhoods 
to pressure industries to use better processing equip ent to 

ini ise pollution. And, I saw it growing up. As half Kiwi and half 
Yank I have witnessed in the past four decades the transition 
that the re ote, ostly rural island nation of New Zealand has 
gone through as it has e braced technology and design to rival 
and surpass the USA in services, syste s and sailing (Matheson 
2009; Woo 2013). 

The intent of The Art of Potential project, or ore si ply, the 
Potential project, is to use design to positively affect, in so e 
s all way, a social and environ ental change in the current 
trajectory of the eld of 3DP. To acco plish this goal, two 
design-research paths were si ultaneously explored. One 
focused on aterial design and one on product design. In turn, 
these paths were guided by two investigative questions  Can a 

ore sustainable aterial be developed that i proves on the 
properties of the current, do inant D3DP aterials  And can a 
functional, easy-to-use, odular furniture joint be ade using a 
D3DP

While the social and environ ental relevance of developing ore 
sustainable aterials ight be obvious, the reader ay nd it 
dif cult to see how a odular furniture joint relates to helping 
the world s poor. The Potential project recognises that 3DP is 
currently a toy of the wealthiest e bers of our society. I will 
argue that to change this paradig , 3DP ust begin to ake 
functional  objects that can be integrated into our daily lives. As 
an industrial designer I see furniture as an ideal focus for this 
project because furniture is socially relevant (it is ubiquitous in 
al ost every society) and it is anufactured fro  environ entally 
relevant resources. It is 3DP relevant because of the current 
li itations of 3D printers. I will discuss these topics in ore detail 
in the following sections of this exegesis. 

Throughout this design-led research project, I have joined 
ele ents fro  different ethodologies to address design 
challenges. In fact the title, The Art of Potential, evolved fro  an 
explanation of creative ethodology in Theo Jansen s book, The 
Great Pretender. Jansen writes  

Kiwi  a national of  
New Zealand;  

Yank  a national of the  
United States of A erica

The intent of The Art of 
Potential project, is to use 
design to positively affect, 

in so e s all way, a social 
and environ ental change 
in the current trajectory of 

the eld of 3DP.

“The only important 
thing about design is how 

it relates to people.

 – Papanek 1971, 1

 3DP is currently a toy of  
the wealthiest e bers of 

our society.
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Photos I took while working in Africa
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What you need is the capacity of being able. This is 
the art of escaping, of breaking out of the cra ped 
conditions of being unable. Suppose I can t nd y 
glasses because without y glasses I can t nd 
anything. Or you want to get into your house but 
the key s indoors. This puts you, so to speak, in the 
cra ped condition of being unable. The art of being 
able consists of escaping fro  this restricted state. 
Irrational opti is  is a way out. Obviously it s possible 
to nd your glasses without glasses. And get into your 
ho e without the key. eing able is so ething you 
have to aster, and then all doors will open for you 
(Jansen 2007, 34–35).

I approach this project as an industrial designer, but I a  also 
an artist. I have a Bachelors of Fine Arts degree and worked as 
an artist for any years. When I use the word art  in the context 
of this project, I ean the art of so ething – the process. I felt 
that Jansen s irrational opti is  was an apt description of the 
intent and aspirations that have guided this project. But in this 
project the irrational opti is  is focused on the potential of a new 
technology  desktop 3DP. 

My education in ne arts taught e any skills but it also 
funda entally changed the way that I approach proble  solving. 
I don t just look for solutions; I look for opportunities to discover 
and learn so that y solutions are creative and dyna ic. This 
often eans I will forgo an obvious solution or the usual approach 
in lieu of an alternate approach that offers the potential of 
discovery in solving a proble  in a different way. This approach 
engenders an experi ental and wandering ethodology. Jansen 
calls this approach the artists  ethod .

In (this) approach, which I shall call the artists  ethod, 
your destination has yet to be decided. You park your 
car along the hard shoulder and scra ble down the 
bank, achete in hand, hacking a path through the 
undergrowth. You ll probably never arrive at a desti-
nation in the accepted sense of the word, but you are 
very likely to call in at places where no-one has ever 
been before (Jansen 2007, 37).

I design, prototype, test, re ect, and repeat until I resolve design 
challenges to y satisfaction. I sketch out an idea by hand or 
on a co puter. Then, I ake the object and test it to see if it 
functions the way I want. I evaluate  what is working, what isn t 
working  If needed, I adjust y design and repeat the process.

This heuristic process is a hands-on approach that draws on 
e pirical techniques developed fro  working and living as an 

“The objects that I 
work on are real and 

the relationship formed 
between myself and the 

object is informed through 
this heuristic approach.

 – Neale 2010, 2

“You’ll probably never 
arrive at a destination in 

the accepted sense of the 
word, but you are very 

likely to call in at places 
where no-one has ever 

been before. 

 – Jansen 2007, 37 
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Paintings and photography I 
co pleted while working as 

a freelance artist
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artist, designer, welder, painter, ho e-renovator, electrician, 
teacher, develop ent worker, activist, Kiwi, and A erican. This 

ethodology respects the interdependence and interaction  
(Snodgrass and Coyne 1992, 72) of each phase of this design 
process.

Design ethodologies are based on proble  solving, 
analysis, synthesis, evaluation, and other odels 
which represent the design process as a athe at-
ical proble  to be solved by way of prescribed logical 
steps  (Snodgrass and Coyne 1992, 56).

When I design for others, I join this heuristic, artistic ethod 
with ele ents of what Ti  Brown, author and CEO of the global 
design r  IDEO, calls design thinking . Design thinking is 
a user-centred approach that gauges any design solution 
with its relevance to the people it is intended to serve. It 
e ploys a si ilar process to ore traditional industrial design 

ethodologies (i.e., Double Dia ond) in conjunction with a 
focus on divergent and convergent exploration. owever, design 
thinking e phasises the repetition of this process based on 
feedback fro  ve stages of the design process (Brown 2009)  

1. Understand (E pathy)
2. De ne
3. Ideate (Point of View) 
4. Prototype 
5. Test

This is not always a linear process as the stages are carried out 
and repeated according to the evaluation of each stage. 

Throughout the Potential project I have selectively e ployed 
ele ents of design thinking to address design challenges. I 
e ployed understanding and e pathy by always focusing on 
how easy, functional, and adaptable the furniture joint and the 
plastics I designed were to use. I worked hard to de ne and 
rede ne the design challenges by conducting an extensive 
literature review on 3DP and the associated subjects and 
exploring which designers and artists are already working within 
these elds, as well as by journaling y progress and recording 
data fro  all of y 3DP. Moreover, I frequently returned to this 
data to deter ine not just what went wrong but also to identify 
trends and patterns that e erged fro  sets of proble s. I 
actively ideated with y industry partners, colleagues at Massey 
University, and peers to address the design challenges and 
brainstor  alternative solutions. And, I iteratively prototyped and 
tested y aterial designs and product designs for their ease of 
use and functionality (Stanford Institute of Design 2011). 
 

Heuristic: A methodology 
or process that enables a 

person to discover or learn 
something for themselves. 
A “hands-on” or interactive 

approach to learning. 
Exploration proceeding to a 
solution by trial and error or 

by rules that are  
only loosely de ned.

“Instead of accepting 
a given constraint, ask 

whether this is even 
the right problem to be 

solving. ... A willingness to 
ask ‘Why?’ ... will improve 

the chances of spending 
energy on the right 

problems. 

– Brown 2009, 67
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‘Pallet Joint’ sketches
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This exegesis is divided into three sections  Social Change, 
Sustainability, and Design. In each of these sections I will explore 
and critique the current landscape of D3DP as it relates to 
these subjects and join y ndings together to argue that 3DP 

ust beco e ore sustainable, ore relevant (i.e. affordable, 
accessible, functional), and ore accessible (i.e. user friendly, 
intuitive, si pli ed) for it to achieve the assertions of its 
advocates.

It has been helpful for e to visualise these three areas of focus 
as three intersecting circles that join around the aterials and 
products of 3DP. I see y background as the fra es or boarders 
of these circles. My experience as an artist, designer and a DIY 
ho e renovator fra es the focus on the design of a functional, 

odular furniture joint. My experience as an environ ental 
activist and y exposure to the environ ental degradation in 
both the developed  and the developing  world has expanded 
the boarders of y interest in sustainability. And y experience 
as a co unity develop ent worker, teacher, and a political 
activist has helped to de ne y interest in social change. The 
area where these circles join and overlap is what this docu ent 
seeks to address.

This the e of joining runs throughout this project and is evident 
in the way that I si ultaneously pursued aterial and product 
design research and joined the  together to ake a nal, 

odular furniture joint; in the way that I iteratively joined plastics, 
rubber and wood together to ake a co posite aterial for 3DP. 
It is evident in the way that I join artistic, heuristic, and ele ents 
of design thinking into a single guiding ethodology to navigate 
the design challenges of this project. And it is evident in the way 
that I have organised this docu ent. The two halves of it are 
split but joined in the concluding chapter. The ain body of text 
is on the left pages, like the logical, literal, and analytical left 
brain. The right side is lled with i ages, quotes and pro les, like 
the intuitive, sy bolic, and creative right brain. These sides join 
together in the nal chapter to for  a co bined and cohesive set 
of conclusions and i ages (Jansen 2007; Neale 2010).

 

The right side is lled with 
i ages, quotes and pro les, 

like the intuitive, sy bolic 
and creative right brain. 

“They are there to add 
a lighter touch, a moment 

of respite from the rigours 
of the narrative. 

– Jansen 2007, 5

Social change: change that 
has relevant i pact on the 
ajority of a population or a  

social group.
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Social Change

In this section I will discuss the functionality, potential, and current 
landscape of D3DP. I a  very excited and hopeful that this 
transfor ative technology will lead to the kind of social change 
that its advocates predict. Because of this hope, I have pursued 
this research in order to deter ine for yself the validity of their 
clai s. I will argue in this section that in order to achieve these 
predictions, several key areas of D3DP ust change for it to 
beco e relevant and accessible to the general public. 

In the 1990s, the Internet, MP3s, and peer-to-peer usic le-
sharing forced the newspaper and record industries to reinvent 
the selves in order to survive. Today, the popularity of digital 
fabrication is a harbinger of ass anufacturing s bleak future. 
Neil Gershenfeld, director of MIT s Centre for Bits and Ato s, 
points to the old paradig  of anufacturing as the sociological, 
political, and econo ic driver behind this develop ent. 

The eans for industrial production has long been 
the dividing line between the workers and the owners 
(Gershenfeld 2005, 15).

Chris Anderson, for er CEO of Wired aga ine and author, says 
that we are at the beginning of a new industrial revolution  which 
he titles the aker ove ent . Anderson believes that high-tech 
digital fabrication can let regular people harness big factories at 
will to ake what they want. 

It s the perfect co bination of inventing locally and 
producing globally, serving niche arkets de ned by 
taste, not by geography. And what s clear about these 
new producers is that they re not going to be aking 
the sa e one-si e- ts-all products that de ned the 

ass-production era. Instead, they re going to be 
starting with one-si e- ts-one and building fro  there, 
nding out how any other consu ers share their 

interests, passions, and unique needs (Anderson 
2012, 69–70).

Anderson explains that, Today the aker ove ent is where 
the personal co puter revolution was in 1985 – a garage 
pheno enon bringing a botto -up challenge to the ruling 

“The new industrial 
revolution.

 – Anderson 2012

Today, the popularity 
of digital fabrication is 

a harbinger of ass 
anufacturing s  

bleak future.
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order of the ti e  (Anderson 2012, 21–22). e argues that the 
transfor ative characteristics of the aker ove ent are

 Use of digital tools to design, prototype, and fabricate 
( digital DIY )
 A culture of collaboration to share these designs in 

online co unities
 A uni ed vehicle (co on le type) that allows the  

to engage with co ercial anufacturers to get these 
designs produced in larger nu bers (Anderson 2012, 
21).

For e it is dif cult not to get caught up in the excite ent 
and possibilities of these argu ents. After seeing how people 
living in poverty struggle to get what they need, this technology 
pro ises to join the  with the ability to ake what they 
need for the selves. The above authors point out that digital 
fabrication has reduced a factory down to a desktop and the 3DP 
synthesises these production capabilities into one achine. The 
publisher of Forbes aga ine, ich Karlgaard, writes

The transfor ative technology of the 2015–2025 
period could be 3DP. This has the potential to re ake 
the econo ics of anufacturing fro  a large-scale 
industry back to an artisan odel of s all design 
shops with access to 3D printers (2011). 

Anderson lists three econo ic principals that 3DP gives users for 
free, co pared to ass anufacturing

 Co plexity (the printer doesn t care how ddly or 
si ple the object is)
 Variety (a different product every ti e)
 Flexibility (intervening in the process and  

custo isation after production begins) (Anderson 
2012, 88–89).

But it isn t just Anderson and Gershenfeld singing the praises of 
this new technology. The edia is drunk with stories about 3DP, 
how easy it is to use, and how it will change the world.

In y atte pts to use and learn about this technology I was 
a a ed at what it could produce at the hands of an experienced 
user but frustrated with the dif culty of using it to ake things for 

yself. I learned that the talk about 3DP is very different than the 
reality of using this technology. I felt I had been isled and that 
the technology was so dif cult to use that it ay never achieve 

y or its advocates  aspirations for it. In y research, I ca e 
across other users who had co e to si ilar realisations. Lee 

utchinson, writer for the online technology review website, Ars 
Technica, writes

“If Karl Marx were here 
today, his jaw would be 
on the oor. Talk about 
‘controlling the tools of 
production’: you (you!) 

can now set factories into 
motion with a mouse click.

 – Anderson 2012, 26

“What is so important 
about the word desktop? 
Just consider the history 

of the computer itself. 
Until the late 1970’s, 

computing connoted 
room-sized mainframes 

and refrigerator-sized 
minicomputers, which 
were the sole domain 

of governments, 
big companies and 

universities...Then in 
1985, Apple released the 
aserWriter, the rst real 

desktop laser printer, 
which, along with the 

Mac, started the desktop 
publishing phenomenon. 

It was a jaw dropping 
moment, combining in the 
public imagination words 

that had never gone 
together before: ‘desktop’ 

and ‘publishing’! 

 – Anderson 2012, 56-57
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... A 3D Printer In Every School.

(Biggs 2013)

3D Printing Will Change 

the World!
(D’Aveni 2013)

A 3D Printer in Every Home. (Tsoi-A-Sue 2013)

...A 3D printer as easy to use as 
a toaster. 

(Hall 2012)
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What I found as I dug in was a pit without a botto
an absolute yawning Stygian abyss of options and 
tweaking and odi cations and endless re-printing. To 
own and use a 3D printer is to beco e en eshed in a 
constant strea  of tinkering, tweaking, and upgrades. 
It feels a lot like owning a project car that you ust 
continually wrench on to keep it running right (2013).

In fact the proble  of people co ing to 3DP with unrealistic 
expectations and isconceptions about what it can and can t do 
is so co on that the 3DP service 3DPRINTUK have a page 
on their website dedicated to debunking the hype, titled “Is It 
All True (Nick 2013) What is interesting is that any of the 

isconceptions are centred around the principals that Anderson 
identi ed as econo ic bene ts of 3DP. In their book Fabricated: 
The New World of 3D Printing (2013), od Lipson and Melba 
Kur an build on Anderson s econo ic principals and list what 
they title the “10 Principals of 3D Printing . For e, when these 
principals are indiscri inately used and not clearly de ned it 
is akin to false advertising, engendering isconceptions and 

isunderstanding.

1. Manufacturing co plexity is free
In Brian Prof tt s article titled “Surprise  3D Printing Won t Be 
Closing Any Factories Down , he challenges the idea that 
co plexity is free and refutes that 3DP objects “can be intricate 
but they are not co plex  (Prof tt 2013). Whether you call it 
“co plex  or “intricate  it isn t cheap  When I got started with 3DP 
I was hypnotised by photos of incredibly co plex looking 3DP 
objects, like Voronoi vases and chain- ail iPhone cases. But in 
trying to produce ite s like this for yself I discovered that the 
tolerances and precision required were beyond the capabilities 
of ost of the D3DP I tried to use. I spent hours preparing, 

odifying, calibrating, and atte pting to print these ite s only 
to have the printers consistently fail half way through the print. 
These prints would take up to 16 hours to co plete and I would 
often return to nd a tangle of plastic that was as co plicated 
and intricate as a pile of spaghetti. In ter s of ti e spent and 

aterials wasted, atte pting co plex or intricate ite s is, at the 
very least, a costly endeavour.

2. Variety is free
To address this principal I refer the reader to y print log (see 
Appendix 7), which docu ents y atte pts to vary and alter the 
joints that I designed. It shows that al ost every variation in y 
designs required a recalibration or exploration of new print settings. 
Again, this costly process wasted both ti e and aterials.

3. No asse bly required
This principal carries with it the pro ise of printing everything 

“After a full week 
of very few successful 
prints, my enthusiasm 
for 3D printing waned. 

It didn’t seem like 
something particularly fun 

or useful, just a way to 
creatively and very slowly 

deform P A lament 
before throwing it into the 

trash.

 – Hutchinson 2013
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Print # 258: 
This print was very different from the last. Even though 
I only changed the number of perimeters the extruded 

lament came out differently… it was very rolly…it would 
roll up easily off the nozzle and not lay down in a line... I 
stopped it at the beginning of the third print because the 

rst layer rolled up too much and there wasn’t enough of 
this layer to properly build upon.   

Print # 283:
Perimeters were set to 4 and the temp to 210ºC. This setting 
didn’t seem different than the 5-perimeter setting. However, 
the PLA was lumpy again. I guess the higher temp is 
affecting the PLA print quality.

Print # 158:
There are no words left to express my exasperation... The entire 
day has been spent ghting with this machine. It never does the 
same thing twice, or rather it always does the opposite of what 
I would like it to do. I have tried so many different versions of 
these prints and so many different settings and nothing works.

A Voronoi vase and chain-
ail I atte pted to print.
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in one go with already asse bled ovable parts. Prof tt s 
point about co plexity versus intricacy bears entioning again 
because, as he explains, “If you want oving parts, you can 
create the , but you will nearly always have to re ove any 
rafts or supports that will turn the single-piece printed object into 
so ething with ovable co ponents. That s a big deal, because 
it places li itations on what can be ade  (Prof tt 2013). My 
experience of trying to add a hinge joint to the Jansen Joint 
illustrates the trouble with this assertion. Printing the joint so that 
it could ove and rotate required an enor ous a ount of ddly 
post-printing work with iniature screwdrivers, ra ors, and pliers 
to re ove the support structure and try to separate the parts that 
had fused together during the printing process. Many ti es it was 
i possible or the printed object would break. This experience 
was as fun as it sounds and it pushed e to alter y design so 
that I could avoid this frustrating experience.

4. Zero lead-ti e
“A 3D printer can print on de and when an object is needed  
(Lipson and Kur an 2013). I have one word for this clai  – 
poppycock  Gershenfeld even says, “They should be called 
not-so-rapid-prototyping. Build ti es for a co plex part can range 
fro  hours to days  (2005). While it is true that you do not have 
to wait for ite s to be shipped to you fro  a distant anufacturer, 
you do have to allocate the ti e to process and print the ite  
yourself. On the surface this sounds si ple enough but the fact 
is that just because you can design so ething on a co puter 
does not ean that the printer will be able to print it. I found 
that I frequently had to revise and edit y designs just to get 
things to print. To get the results I wanted required a large ti e 
invest ent. In fact, even with a onth to prepare for y fourth 
critique I was not able to produce adequate prototypes in ti e to 

eet y deadline. The proponents of 3DP are e phasising the 
advantages of this technology over traditional big-business ass 

anufacturing and in any respects their point is well ade. 
owever, saying that there is “ ero lead ti e  engenders the 

notion that you will be able to print what you want when you want 
it and this is si ply not consistent with y experience.
 
5. Zero skill anufacturing
This is one that really gets e  This clai  is ade in various 
for s in headlines and articles that pro ise that 3DP will be 
easy. It is not. As utchinson (2013) puts it, “It wasn t just 
frustrating it was actually enraging  This fro  the writer and 
reviewer of a technology review website; a person with the skills 
and experience necessary to operate any co plicated and 
technical devices. The fact is that the learning curve for using 
CAD odelling software is steep. The learning curve for aking 
consistently good-quality objects with a 3DP is steep. And the 
ability to foresee proble s that will affect the printing process and 

Star Trek  A popular 
science ction television 

show created by Gene 
oddenberry. The original 

series only aired fro  1966-
1969 but has beco e an 

international pheno enon 
inspiring several ovies 

and four spin-off television 
shows  Star Trek – The Next 

Generation, Star Trek – 
Deep Space Nine,  

Star Trek – Voyager, and 
Star Trek – Enterprise.

“The process is 
not like using an inkjet 

printer, it is far more time 
consuming, remember 

that there are other factors 
like data preparation, 

machine warming and 
cooling, model cleaning, 
etc! Some things can be 

printed in a number of 
hours, but these are only 

tiny items, this makes it 
unlikely for you to be able 

to call up and collect a 
print a few hours later.

 – 3DPRINTUK 2013

CAD (Computer Aided 
Drafting)  a ethod 

of drawing that utilises 
a co puter software 

progra e to si ulate a 
3D space based on an XYZ 

coordinate grid.
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its success is a SKILL acquired through any, any hours of 
hard work.

6. Unli ited design space
The gist of this principal is “If you can i agine it, you can ake 
it. A 3-D printer is the ulti ate prototyping tool, the fastest way 
to turn so ething fro  bits on the screen to ato s in your hand  
(Anderson 2012, 234). This principal engenders the popular 

isconception that a 3DP is like the Star Trek replicator – a 
achine that can create anything. While it is true that you can 

create shapes that were at one ti e only possible in nature, 
y experience with 3DP is that any designs are i possible 

or produce non-functional objects due to the li itations and 
variables of the printing process. Aaron Pratt, writer for the 
website 3D Printing Industry, explains why this is “The fusion 
between the layers of the odel is a weak point. In two 
di ensions the product is reasonably strong, but in the vertical 
or -axis of a printed odel, you can generally break it with your 
hand  (2013). But, this is just one of any current li itations to 
D3DP. So e others that I encountered that prevented successful 
printing were objects that had unsupported/unsupportable 
overhangs, very s all bases, iniature or delicate parts, any 
s all repetitive parts, and parts that were oriented askew to the 
printing axis.
 
7. Co pact, portable anufacturing
I agree with Lipson and Kur an on this point. “Per volu e of 
production space, a 3D printer has ore anufacturing capacity 
than a traditional anufacturing achine  (2013). For e this is 
one reason why a 3DP is so uch ore interesting than other 
digital fabrication tools such as the CNC router and the laser 
cutter. 

8. Less waste by-product
My excite ent about 3DP is heavily grounded in the hope 
that 3DP will be ore environ entally friendly than traditional 

anufacturing. owever, it is too early to tell if this really is true. 
“Manufacturing experts say it s hard to deter ine whether 3D 
printing is econo ically and environ entally desirable because 
this sort of research hasn t been done yet. It very well ay be 
the greatest thing for the environ ent since beer in a can or 
sliced bread,  says David Dornfeld, professor of echanical 
engineering at the University of California, Berkeley. “But you 
have to think about the energy that co es in the door with every 
kilogra  of etal or aterial that you re using. We don t yet have 
the nu bers for that o r  the powders and extruded plastics  
used in additive anufacturing  (Dornfeld as quoted in Nowak 
2013). Fro  y experience of working on the Potential project, 
I was surprised by how uch waste I created. I generated bags 
and bags of waste through excessive extrusion during la ent 

“One of the hugely 
overlooked parts of 3D 
printing is the fact that 
you need a CAD model 

to print from. This is 
generally a very time 

consuming and specialist 
job. If you don’t have 

any CAD skills, you 
can either try learning 

with numerous free 
CAD programs that are 

out there, but it’s not 
the easiest thing in the 

world, so you could get 
one of our trusted CAD 
companies to do it for 

you.

 – 3DPRINTUK 2013

“Many things I tried 
to print failed to stick 
correctly to the print 
bed, and I wasted a 

tremendous amount of 
lament on aborted prints.

 – Hutchinson 2013

CNC (Computer Numeric 
Control)  a eans of 
precisely controlling a 

device (e.g. router) where 
the device is calibrated 

to function within an 
established area that 
correlates to an XYZ 

coordinate grid.
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processing, iss-prints and errors that led to wasted prototypes 
and purging the no le to unclog it. ecycling ay eventually 
be an option for this waste but currently very few facilities will 
process this type of plastic (Boyd 2011).

9. In nite shades of aterial
I go into uch greater detail about this point in the section on 
sustainability, because uch of this research wouldn t have been 
necessary if this state ent were true. Pratt explains, 

The aterials are li ited to a few plastics. ABS plastic, 
by far the ost popular, is relatively safe but not food 
safe (and the do estic kitchen is one place that see s 
to see the ost constant custo i ation and design...
PLA plastic, which is so ewhat ore food safe and 
bio sourced  (it s ade fro  plant starches) is ore 
nicky to work with... Every day I have so eone ask 

about other aterials. Nylon. Wax. Metal. The answer 
is, unfortunately, no. Nylon ay be close, but it s not 
likely you ll see etal or wax in a desktop printer for a 
while yet (2013). 

10. Precise physical replication
Again, this one co es down to the skill of the user and the 
precision of the printer. My experience has been that variations 
in extrusion ow of the plastic during the printing process, roo  
te perature, ventilation, and the colour of the plastic used can 
affect the precision of the nal object. While these issues are not 
so i portant if you are printing a bust of Yoda they will prevent a 
3D-printed LEGO fro  connecting with another LEGO.

efuting Lipson and Kur an s “10 Principals of 3D Printing  
(2013) is not done contentiously, but to de onstrate what I 
feel are so e of the key issues that lead to the sort of enraged 
frustration experienced by users of this new technology when 
they discover the reality is uch different to the hype. My concern 
here is not that the edia has it wrong or that people should be 

ore speci c in what they say but that these issues ake 3DP 
inaccessible to a wider general public who do not have the skills, 
ti e, or patience to learn this new technology.

There is one ore li itation of 3DP that needs to be addressed. 
In fact, I feel that resolving this li itation ay be the key, or 
“killer app  (Gershenfeld, 2005), that ensures 3DP s relevance to 
society at large. The li itation is that “You can t print uch that s 
genuinely useful . Or at least that is how Dave Johnson of CBS 
news puts it. Johnson goes on to say, 

ere s a little exercise you can do to test the 3D 
printing waters  Browse the Thingiverse (www.

“...if you want to 
combine materials you 

need to have multiple 
print heads or switch from 

one to another, like the 
different color cartridges 

in your desktop  
inkjet printer. 

 – Anderson 2012, 81 

But it isn t like the colour 
cartridges in your desktop 
printer  At least not yet. A 

standard desktop printer can 
handle only one aterial 

at a ti e and switching 
requires stopping the 

achine – which can ruin a 
print that took hours to build. 

Multiple nozzle printers are 
oving in this direction but 
they are in their infancy.

ABS (acrylonitrile 
butadiene styrene)  a 

co on petroleu -based 
ther oplastic, the ost 
co on type of fused 
la ent fabrication 3D 

printing aterial.

PLA (Polylactic Acid)  
a co on ther oplastic 

derived fro  starch (often 
vegetable), the second ost 

co on D3DP aterial.
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thingiverse.co ), the open-source library of printable 
objects you can download and print with your 3D 
printer. What you ll probably nd is that it s ostly a 
lot of toys and tchotchkes that have little practical use 
(2013).

Johnson s exa ple highlights the lack of functionality of ost 
3DP objects; a point that has been raised by any other writers 
and users of this new technology (Pratt 2013; Nowak 2013; 

agerty 2013; Whitwa  2012). In y research using the 3DP 
to design functional furniture joints, I have deduced that the two 
factors responsible for this lack of functionality are the printing 
process and the aterials used in 3DP.

The printing process, as Pratt pointed out earlier, causes 
weak intra-layer adhesion of 3DP objects. I found that this 
proble  can be caused by the te perature of the nozzle, the 
roo  te perature, hu idity, size, and ow of the extruded 
plastic, and the direction that the layers are printed in. Many of 
these variables are carefully onitored by expert users of this 
technology. Vik Oliver, who worked on the develop ent of the 
rst ep ap 3DP and owns Dia ond Age, a plastic la ent 

supplier in Auckland, New Zealand, explained to e that he 
keeps a s all heater in the roo  where he uses his 3DP so he 
can co bat these variables. To a novice, however, there can be a 
lot of frustration in troubleshooting why his/her printed objects are 
excessively weak in certain directions.

To explore this issue further I tensile strength-tested the aterials 
that I developed to ake the Jansen Joint. I found that, when 
stressed along the print direction, unidirectionally printed objects 
(all layers printed in the sa e direction) were stronger than ulti-
directionally printed objects. These sa e sa ples however, are 
weaker than ulti-directionally printed objects when they are 
stressed horizontally to the print direction. 

This nding is signi cant because it is one way that the 
functionality of 3DP objects could be dra atically i proved. If 
the slicing progra es per itted users to dyna ically control 
the direction of speci c layers or groups of layers, then objects 
designed and ade with 3DP could be reinforced according to 
their intended use. 

But this solution is rooted in fused la ent fabrication (FFF), 
the currently do inant D3DP technology. Using design thinking 
and Ti  Brown s tactic to “ask whether this is even the right 
proble  to be solving  (2009) leads e to question whether 
the better solution ay actually be in the develop ent of other 
existing or currently undiscovered technologies to address this 
proble . Perhaps stereo-lithography (SLA) or selective laser 

 If the slicing progra es 
per itted users to 

dyna ically control the 
direction of speci c layers 

or groups of layers, then 
objects designed and 

ade with 3DP could be 
reinforced according to their 

intended use.

FFF (Fused Filament 
Fabrication)  (AKA  FDM or 
Fused Deposition Modelling) 

A 3DP technology that 
e ploys a heated nozzle 

to plasticise ther oplastic 
la ent to build objects 

according to the instructions 
of a digital .stl le.

Stereolithography (SLA): 
a 3D printer that uses a 

laser bea  to build up the 
required structure, layer by 
layer, fro  a liquid poly er 

that hardens on contact with 
laser light.
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FFF Printing Method

SLA Printing Method 
(Zhang, Tsou and osenberger, 2000)

(Proto 3000, 2013)

Photo fro  Bones TV show  
as referenced by Peel, 2010 
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sintering (SLS), which uses lasers to heat the surface of a resin 
or powder bath to build odels, would be better than FFF as a 
D3DP technology  Currently, several co panies are working to 
develop less expensive desktop SLA 3DP (e.g., the For  1 3DP). 
Or perhaps a hybrid for  of SLA or SLS where layers are not 
necessary because lasers or ultra sound for s a odel below 
the bath s surface  These suggestions hinge upon the results 
of further research. In the eanti e, however, it is worthwhile 
to deal with the technology we have and explore how it can be 
re ned. 

The other ajor factor li iting the functionality of 3DP objects is 
the aterials used by 3DP (Gershenfeld 2005; Anderson 2012; 
Pratt 2013; agerty 2013). Currently, aterials are both li iting 
the develop ent of 3DP and pose the greatest possibility for 
solving the proble s of functionality and relevance to the greater 
population.
 

The nal frontier in rapid prototyping is to introduce 
functional as well as structural aterials, in order to print 
co plete working syste s (Gershenfeld 2005, 101).

The develop ent of 3DP aterials that have a wider range of 
properties like exibility, electrical conductivity, and structural 
strength will ean that the objects printed can be put into use 
in people s daily lives. When people can print a replace ent leg 
for their dining table, replace ent desk la p for their of ce, or 
replace ent glass for their cell phone, then this technology will 
beco e relevant to everyone. 

When this happens we will all be designers of our own products. 
We will have a vested interest in odifying, adapting, and aking 
our objects to t our speci c needs. owever, as designers we 

ust choose these new aterials carefully. In the next section I 
will explore the role design has to play in ini ising the i pact 
these new aterials will have on our environ ent.
 
In this section I have explored the functionality, potential, and 
current landscape of 3DP. I have argued that key principals, as 
outlined by Lipson and Kur an, ust change for 3DP to beco e 

ore accessible to the general public. Also, I argued that the 
functionality of 3DP objects ust i prove for 3DP to beco e 
relevant to people s lives and that this depends on two factors  
i proving the process and user control of how the technology 
builds objects, and developing a wider range of aterials. This 
was done to e phasise the potential for social change and to 
identify li itations that ust be overco e if this change is to 
happen. owever, the adoption of this technology by a greater 
portion of the population will have signi cant environ ental 
i plications, which I will address in the next section.

“We are all designers 
now. It’s time to get  

good at it. 

 – Anderson 2012, 59

Selective Laser Sintering 
(SLS): a 3D printer that 

uses a oving laser bea  
to build up the required 

structure, layer by layer, 
fro  powdered poly er that 

elts on contact with laser 
light and then hardens as it 

cools to for  each layer.
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Sustainability

There are professions ore har ful than industrial 
design but, only a very few of the  (Papanek 1971, 1).

What happens when we have a ini factory in every garage  
Won t the disperse duplication and reproduction of products be 

ore wasteful than the centralised industries we have now  Most 
of the aterials of 3DP are petroleu  based. What i pact will 
this increased dependence on oil have on our environ ent and 
its ecosyste s  “In 2010 alone, 265 illion tonnes of plastics 
were produced in the world , 15 illion ore than the previous 
year. This eans that on the one hand ore resources are 
being used to eet de and but also ore plastic waste is being 
generated  (UNEP 2011). 

In y experience as an environ ental activist and y travels 
throughout the United States of A erica, Mexico, West Africa, 
and South East Asia, I have seen the effects of this build-up 
of plastic. I struggle as an industrial designer and an artist to 
reconcile y profession of aking things with y desire to 
reduce our excessive waste. owever, packing up y tools and 
refusing to ake things is not a sustainable solution, as others 
will continue to ake things despite y actions. Therefore, I hope 
to help change this situation and a  otivated to use y skills as 
a designer to explore the aterials of industry and production to 
see if there are better, ore sustainable alternatives to what we 
currently use to ake our products. 

In this section I will discuss y design-led research into 
alternative 3DP aterials and argue that a greater range of 
functional and sustainable aterials need to be developed in 
order for 3DP to beco e relevant to the widest possible audience 
without creating additional environ ental da age. Moreover, I 
will argue that this process of aterial develop ent is not solely 
the real  of aterial engineers but, in fact, is where design and 
designers ay provide the greatest hope of achieving this goal.

Currently there are two do inant aterials available for use with 
a 3DP, Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and Polylactic Acid 
(PLA). While there are other types of ther oplastics available 
for use with a 3DP, they were dee ed to be outside the scope of 

“The collective 
potential of a million 

garage tinkerers is 
about to be unleashed 
on the global markets 

as ideas go straight into 
production, no nancing 

or tooling required.

 – Anderson 2012, 78

Thermoplastic: denoting 
substances (especially 

synthetic resins) that 
beco e plastic on heating 

and harden on cooling, and 
are able to repeat these 

processes.
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this research because they are not used often enough to have a 
substantial global i pact. 

ABS, the ost popular aterial for 3DP, is a co on petroleu -
based plastic used to ake boats, obile ho es, pipelines, 
and LEGO blocks. It is the go-to aterial for any types of 

anufacturing because of its low elting point and echanical 
properties like i pact resistance, strength, good electrical 
insulation, and di ensional stability (Dynacorp 2013). owever, 
the environ ental and health considerations of this aterial are 
a key consideration. “1.37 billion pounds of ABS were produced 
in the U.S., Mexico and Canada in 2004  (Tullo 2005 as cited 
in Franklin Associates 2011). Manufacture of ABS produces 
high levels of toxic hydrogen cyanide ( CN) and acrylonitrile, 
which are nor ally sent to deep well disposal, a disposal 

ethod where hazardous waste is injected into the earth below 
the water table. Global plastic production in general has been 
increasing by about 5% a year. While ABS can be recycled, it 
usually isn t. Studies in the U.S. in 2011 show only an esti ated 
8% of produced plastic was actually recycled (UNEP 2011; EPA.
gov 2013). This low recycling rate re ects the proble s that 

any developed countries have with plastic recycling. Moreover, 
when ABS is burned, which is a co on solid waste disposal 
technique, toxic CN and carbon onoxide (CO) are released 
into the at osphere. It is unclear how long it takes ABS to 
deco pose, but esti ates range fro  700 years to never ( arrris 
2013; ecycling-facts.co  2013; Luz 2013). These statistics 
are focused on North A erica because it is better developed 
than any other parts of the world and it has established 
recycling networks. Less developed parts of the world are just 
as dependent on the plastics anufacturing produces but their 
recycling syste s are not as robust. 

The second ost co on aterial for 3DP is biosourced PLA 
plastic. Made fro  ilk or plant starch (i.e., corn, cassava, 
kiwifruit, etc) PLA is not as strong or durable as ABS but it 
resists warping, a co on proble  when printing with ABS. 
PLA is highly politicised because of its corn-based origins and 
is often cited as the green alternative to using petroleu -based 
plastics. owever, the high energy consu ption and release of 
CO2 during production is greater than si ilar petroleu -based 
plastics, like high density polyethylene ( DPE)(Chiarakorn, 
Per poonwiwat, and Nanthachatchavankul 2010). Current 

anufacturing is esti ated to be about 180,000 tonnes per year 
and ost of this is done by the U.S.-based Nature Works (Astley 
2012). Dr Sarah Boyd of The Sustainability Consortiu  at the 
University of California, Berkley turned a critical eye on these 
clai s. Boyd explains that while PLA is biosourced the ti e-fra e 
for biodegradation ay ranged anywhere fro  10 to 10,000 
years. Currently, widespread recycling facilities for PLA do not 

“Modern industries 
still operate according to 

paradigms that developed 
when humans had

a very different sense 
of the world. Neither the 

health of natural systems, 
nor an awareness of their 
delicacy, complexity, and 

interconnectedness, have 
been part of the industrial 

design agenda.

 – McDonough and 
Braungart 2008, 26
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ABS Production (Franklin Associates, 2011)

Processing of PLA (Landis, 2012)
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exist, and because anufacturers often ix it with other colorants 
and che icals when PLA is incinerated it can produce carbon 

onoxide or other toxic e issions like other plastics (Boyd 2011). 
Moreover, recycling “still requires a lot of energy and the use of 
other che ical solvents  ( uyhua 2013). This energy-intense 
process requires shipping, sorting, cleaning, processing, shipping 
again and re- anufacturing.

My investigation into alternate sustainable aterials for D3DP 
identi ed several bio-plastics and plastic co posites that ight 
be worth testing. I reviewed studies that had used natural 

aterials like ax bre, pal  bre, or rice straw and ixed the  
with bio plastics like ther oplastic starch, poly-3-hydroxybutyrate 
(P B), polya ide 11 (PA 11), polyhydroxybutyrate-co-valerate 
(P BV) and biopolyethylene (BPE) (Bledzki and Jaszkiewicz 
2010; Ad in 2010; Siya ak et al. 2012; John and Tho as 2008). 

owever, due to variables like availability, echanical properties, 
and cost, wood plastic co posites were ore appropriate than 
the rest (Maine 2013; Plastics Technology 2004; Ashori 2008; Lu, 
Wu, and McNabb 2000)

In a wood plastic co posite (WPC), wood our or bres lend 
their echanical properties of lower density, high strength, 

odulus (stiffness), and biodegradability to the elastic properties 
of plastic when they are co bined. WPCs are often stiffer and 
biodegrade faster than the original plastic (Ashori 2008). This fact 
has led to greater consu er interest in WPC and in recent years 
WPC ti bers have out-perfor ed co peting plastic products in 
decking applications (Migneault et al. 2008). 
 
Locally, the New Zealand based SCION (a Crown research 
institute) has been working with wood bres to develop a quality 
Wood Fibre Plastic Co posites (W PC) for the New Zealand 
construction arket. In injection oulding, W PC have been 
shown to increase the strength of so e plastics and increase the 
plastic s bio-degradability (Le Guen 2013). In February of 2012 
I et with several representatives fro  SCION and learned of 
their interest in nding practical applications for their W PC. I 
arranged to begin working with the  in a sort of client-designer 
relationship and develop design applications for their W PCs. 

At the onset of this project, the ajor question to answer was 
whether it was even possible to use a W PC in a D3DP. Due to 
the D3DP s s all nozzle opening, it see ed likely that a W PC 
would clog the achine and ake printing i possible. If I was 
able to get the W PC to print then it was also necessary to 
experi ent and test different recipes or for ulations of plastic 
and wood to see which co bination offered the best echanical 
properties for 3DP. 

“Some Designers, 
equally adept at 

representation as they 
are with putting things 

together, are grabbing this 
opportunity to rede ne 

their role as hybrid 
disciplinarians. 

 – Sheil 2012, 156

Modulus (Young’s 
modulus)  a easure of 

elasticity, equal to the ratio 
of the stress acting on a 
substance to the strain 

produced.
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One co on plastic recycling process. PLA is not one of the 
recycled plastics ( uyhua, 2013)
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I saw this process of getting the aterial to work in the printer and 
testing it si ply as a stepping-stone toward being able to design 
and ake objects using this aterial. owever, I discovered that 
this step was, in itself, a design process. I designed aterials 
through the iterative process of aking different for ulations, 
testing the  (both in a 3DP and with the tensile strength-testing 

achine at SCION), evaluating their properties, and then using a 
heuristic process to guide e in refor ulating the next plastic so I 
could, in turn, design the best furniture joint possible.

Charles Owen, professor at the Illinois Institute of Technology, 
explains how design and aterials science are related. In his 
diagra  he places design on a scale opposite science, where 
science deals with subjects analytic and sy bolic and design 
deals with subjects synthetic and real  
 

Design in this apping is highly synthetic and strongly 
concerned with real world subject atter. Because 
disciplines of design deal with co unications and 
sy bolis , design has a sy bolic co ponent, and 
because design requires analysis to perfor  synthesis, 
there is an analytic co ponent but design is a eld 
relatively specialized, and specialized nearly oppositely 
to science...There are ele ents of science, however, 
that are synthetic in process (as, for exa ple, in ate-
rials science or organic che istry) (Owen 2007).

e argues that there is uch to bene t fro  joining design 
thinking with science thinking because “...a co bination of 
science thinking and design thinking is better than either alone as 
a source of advice  (Owen 2007).

Neri Ox an is an architect and designer who uses this approach 
and focuses uch of her work on aterials design, often allowing 
the aterials to dictate the for  and function of what she designs. 
Ox an, who holds a PhD in Design Co putation, founded and 
directs the MIT Mediated Matter research group. “ er group 
explores how digital design and fabrication technologies ediate 
between atter and environ ent to radically transfor  the design 
and construction of objects, buildings, and syste s  (Ox an 
2011). In an interview with Sean anna, Ox an explains the 
design concept behind her digitally fabricated chaise lounge, 
“Beast .

Beast was a design for a chaise lounge with the ai  
of integrating aterial structure and geo etry in one 
process, but also integrating between those various 
phases in design which we ve discussed; odelling, 
analysis and fabrication. Typically in the Modernist 
chaise lounge there s a separation between aterials 

“In their symbolic 
work of making products 

‘meaningful’, designers are 
a key link in our cultural 

circuit; for amongst 
many other things, they 

articulate production and 
the world of engineers with 
the market and consumers. 

 – Melles 2012

“There is a connection 
between what that 

speci c material wants 
to be and the intention 

imposed on the material.

 – Oxman as quoted in 
Shiel 2012, 145
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Specialisation of Design vs Science 
(Owen, 2007)

elationship of Engineering Science and Design (Owen, 2007)
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and perfor ances, but here the idea was to work with 
one aterial syste  and allow that syste  to differen-
tiate itself locally so that it could work both as a struc-
tural supporting syste , but also provide for co fort, 
so you are integrating between structural perfor ance 
and corporeal perfor ance (taken fro  Sheil 2011).

Another person who designs the aterials and the processes that 
he uses to create his furniture is Belgian designer Peter Donders. 
Donders has created C-Stone and C-Bench in collaboration 
with co posite technology facilitators Seifert and Skinner  
Associates (SSA), who specialise in developing equip ent and 
software for bespoke auto ated processes.

Using advanced industrial aterials fro , a ongst others, the 
aerospace sector, SSA have fabricated a variety of artefacts in 
carbon bre and epoxy resin, using a process called la ent 
winding where a band of bres, i pregnated with resin, is wound 
around a ould or andrel in a speci c pattern to produce the 
desired part s geo etry. The resin is heat-cured and the part 
solidi es. The andrel is then re oved fro  the skeletal woven 
structure. The process is typically used in the anufacture of 
pressure vessels and pipes for industrial use, where bres are 
wound in a regular and dense geo etric pattern.

For e, the Potential project s focus on the design of WFPC 
for use in a 3DP is r ly situated in this join or intersection, of 

aterial design and digital fabrication design. This area of design 
is different fro  other industrial design practices in that it seeks 
to design aterials and processes that generate design, allowing 
the aterials to dictate the for  or function as opposed to the 
designer dictating the for  or function for the aterial and “the 
design process beco es the product, or the subject of desire  
(Ox an as quoted in Sheil 2011).

I was eventually able to print with the WFPC recipes I for ulated 
at SCION, but only after odifying and enlarging the printer s 
nozzle to a 1  opening. With that hurdle behind e, I began 
the iterative process of testing each for ulation in the printer to 
identify the opti al print setting for that recipe. My rst printed 
sa ples used recipes that SCION had prepared using only PLA 
and wood bre in very s all quantities. owever, due to the 
natural stiffness of PLA these proved to be too brittle for use in 
furniture construction; the sa ples would snap under light stress.

During this phase of the project I also did a co parative case 
study of Laywood, the rst co ercially available WPC la ent 
for D3DP. This exible and lightweight aterial appears to 
be ade using wood our and poly ers, however I found it 
dif cult to print with as the nozzle of the printer would frequently 

“Technologies that 
actually make a difference 

– that actually generate 
a paradigm shift – they 
don’t come that often. 
And, I believe that 3D 

printing is one of those 
technologies. 

 – Oxman as quoted in 
Stratasys 2012
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C-Bench and C-Stone 
by Peter Donders

“Beast  by Neri Ox an
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clog. Moreover, objects ade using this aterial were so 
lightweight and fragile they would not be appropriate for furniture 
construction.

Based on y feedback about the brittleness of the PLA y 
liaisons at SCION sent e three new for ulations that were 
co posed of PLA, Polypropylene (PP), Wood Fibre (W ) 
and Wood Flour (WL). Polypropylene is a non-biodegradable 
petroleu -based ther oplastic and I was surprised that they had 
chosen to include this in their for ulation as this type of aterial 
goes against the intent of this research. At SCION s request I did 
test this for ulation in the printer, and found the  i possible 
to print with due to nozzle clogs caused by the W  and WL, 
proble s with the PP co posite adhering to the print bed, and 
a tendency for these co posites to roll  or ball up instead of 
extrude in a continuous line of plastic. 

In late July I visited the SCION facility in otorua to use their 
plastic extruder to ake additional la ent for ulations. This visit 
proved to be pivotal in this research. 

In discussions with y liaison, Marie Le Guen, I shared y 
concerns with using PP in the for ulations. She explained that 
PP is a ore exible plastic than PLA and would help to resolve 
issues of brittleness. I asked that we explore other options that 
pose less environ ental risk. In our discussion of biosourced 
and biodegradable alternatives we eventually settled upon 
an elasto er which I will call ELST. We deter ined that this 
elasto er would offer so e interesting echanical properties. 
Like PP, ELST is petroleu -based but it is also a biodegradable 
elasto er. In its pure state it is rubbery and exible. While I was 
unhappy about the petroleu  origins of ELST, I chose to work 
with it because it would increase the biodegradability of the PLA. 
Moreover, y intention was to use its exibility to counter the 
stiffness of the PLA.

In y recipes, I co bined different quantities of WL, W , PLA, 
and ELST, and extruded the  using a large twin screw extruder. 
During a two- onth period, I printed two sets of ve sa ples to 
test each for ulation. The results of these tests revealed several 
surprising echanical characteristics of the WPC, and one of 
the  stood out above all the rest. To explain this I will need to 
provide so e context. 

When using W PC and WLPC in an injection oulding process 
these WPC s are generally stronger than non-co posite (neat) 
PLA (Ashori 2008; Maine 2013). I anticipated that y WPC D3DP 
objects would be si ilarly strong. It turned out that al ost all of 
the  were weaker. My liaisons at SCION suggested this ight be 
because of poor intra-strand and intra-layer cohesion that results 

“The exchange of 
information between 

design and fabrication is 
no longer a slow chain 

of vulnerable links, but a 
rapid ow of data, where 

design and making can be 
a simultaneous process.

 – Sheil 2011, 149

ELST  a petroleu -based 
elasto er that is ore 

exible than PLA, elts at 
a lower te perature and is 

also biodegradable.

Neat  pure; not diluted or 
ixed with anything else; 

non-co posite.

Polypropylene (PP): 
usually refers to a co on 

petroleu -based plastic, 
however recent research 
has developed a way of 
producing PP fro  bio-

sources. This experi ental 
technology is currently 
far too expensive to be 
relevant to co ercial 

anufacturing. 
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Making la ent and using the 
extruder at SCION

Trying to print with the 
la ent and so e of 

the failed prints
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fro  the D3DP process. These results were disheartening but 
there was a silver lining.

ELST is naturally uch weaker and elts at a uch lower 
te perature than PLA. Co bining the two typically akes a 
weaker co posite than just plain PLA by itself. owever, y tests 
showed that D3DP sa ples ade fro  a co posite of PLA and 
a s all a ount of ELST were ore dense, durable, exible, and 
al ost as strong as neat PLA-printed sa ples. The exibility of 
this high density PLA co posite ( D-PLA) is signi cant because 
other D3DP aterials do not have this attribute  

Another signi cant nding was that in ost circu stances, the 
W  and WL signi cantly decreased the strength of the co posite 
plastics. Again, y liaisons at SCION suggested that the wood 
decreases the bonding strength between the 3DP layers of an 
object. But it appears that when s all a ount of wood bre and 
wood our are ixed with D-PLA the co posite sa ple is ore 
exible and still al ost as strong as a neat-PLA-printed object. 

Further testing is needed to verify the degrees and nuances of 
these ndings but, fro  a heuristic design perspective, it appears 
that a re ned version of these co posite plastic recipes would be 
well suited to the intention of this part of y design research – to 
identify ore sustainable alternatives to the current do inant 
3DP aterials. 

I returned to otorua and ade several re ned variations of this 
co posite recipe. Further testing showed that the wood bre 
also helped the co posite to resist warping (a co on proble  
with 3DP objects). In addition, printing got easier because 
the ELST has a lower elting point, liquefying sooner in the 
printing process than the PLA and increasing the viscosity of 
the co posite plastic. Discovering these bene ts allowed e 
to use re ned versions of the W , WL, PLA, and ELST to print 
prototypes of the odular joints that I was designing for furniture 
construction. These initial prototypes still needed to be tested 
and developed but this success offered the opportunity to join 
this path, y aterial design exploration, with the other path, y 
product design exploration, to develop a sustainable odular 
furniture joint.

For e, the signi cant result of designing this plastic for use in 
3DP is not the aterial itself but the proof of concept that the 

aterial represents. It is possible to develop ore sustainable 
aterials for 3DP and these products will offer echanical 

properties that currently do not exist with the do inant 3DP 
aterials. In turn, the increased range of echanical properties 

will ean that ore things can be ade with 3DP, enabling 
this technology to beco e ore relevant to a wider population. 
Greater relevance of this technology, in turn, ay lead to 

...these products will offer 
echanical properties that 

currently do not exist with 
the do inant 3DP aterials.
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Final aterial sa ples sent to SCION 
for testing
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signi cant social change by enabling the “have-nots  of the world 
to ake for the selves what they do not have.

Even as I have tried to nd alternative and ore sustainable 
aterials for D3DP, I have been conscious of the resources I 

have consu ed and the waste I created. During the Potential 
project I have saved the wasted bits of la ent and plastic 
fro  the extrusion process and the failed objects that resulted 
fro  clogs and other printing errors. This was done as uch 
to see what the result would be as it was to explore the 
co only asserted principal that 3DP is essentially a no-waste 

anufacturing process (Lipson and Kur an 2013; Anderson 
2012). I certainly agree that the quantity of waste produced 
by additive anufacturing is substantially less than other 

anufacturing techniques. owever, I was surprised by the 
quantity of rubbish I produced in the process of developing these 
relatively s all furniture joints. This disproportionate quantity 
of waste is even ore startling when it is ultiplied by the 
potential waste to be created by the illions of new users of this 
developing technology. 

In this section I have discussed y design-led research into 
alternative 3DP aterials and argued that a greater range of 
functional and sustainable aterials need to be developed in 
order for 3DP to beco e relevant to the widest possible audience 
without creating additional environ ental da age. Moreover, 
I have argued that this process of aterial develop ent is not 
solely the real  of aterial scientists and engineers but, in fact, is 
of distinct interest to design and designers. Material design is an 
integral part of digital fabrication as we develop and explore these 
new technologies and ways to functionally and sustainably apply 
the  to our design needs.

 

“All things appear and 
disappear because of the 

concurrence of causes 
and conditions. Nothing 

ever exists entirely alone, 
everything is in relation to 

everything else. 

 – Attributed to the 
Buddha, 563–483 BC
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Joint develop ent sketches
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Design

At the core of the Potential project is the understanding that D3DP 
isn t going to be able to ake everything we need. ow then do 
we join what the printer akes with other aterials to easily and 
sustainably create objects or structures that have function and 
can provide a bene t  Moreover, how does a DIY aker anage 
this when a D3DP is their pri ary tool  This section exa ines the 
creative exploration and develop ent of the Potential project. The 
intention of this exploration was to initiate concepts using hand 
sketching and CAD software and develop their design through an 
iterative prototyping-redesign-prototype-again process in order to 
fully engage the D3DP as a design tool. The prototypes developed 
build on the data obtained in case studies on joints (see Appendix 
3) and aterial testing conducted in the previous section of this 
exegesis. Using an experi ental approach to design eans 
exploring a range of options when solving design challenges. 
During the Potential project I experi ented and designed any 
different joint types. This section focuses pri arily on one design 
exploration, the Jansen Joint.

This project followed two paths of design-led research. The 
Double Dia ond diagra , a co on visualisation tool for 
design thinking and other industrial design ethodologies, is 
a good odel for the trajectory of this research. It e phasises 
the expansive nature of this design process and underscores 
the the e of joining e ployed in this exegesis. Two paths split 
fro  an apex and diverge at angles, getting wider and wider until 
they reach a point of axi u  separation, at which they begin 
their journey back to each other and eventually join again at a 
nal point to ake a nal product – a dia ond. In y design 

exploration of the Potential project I began with an idea to ake 
a furniture joint on a D3DP. I expanded this exploration to look 
at an adjustable joint, a pallet joint, a exi-joint, and the Jansen 
Joint, as well as to investigate alternative aterials for use in 
3DP. Like a dia ond, fro  this widest point of y exploration, 
I began to narrow things down, focusing on what was working 
and leaving off what wasn t. Finally, I arrived at a design solution 
that joined y design exploration of 3DP aterials with y joint 
design exploration. This spotlight focus on just one joint has been 
chosen because the design develop ent and exploration of this 
joint suf ciently encapsulates the design process used in y 
design exploration of other joints. 

“Technology cannot 
be understood solely in 
terms of its conditions 

of possibility, But should 
also be analysed in terms 
of concrete artifacts that 
play a role in the relation 

between human beings 
and their world.

 – Verbeek 2005, 47
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Joint Materials

ABS
PLA
Laywood

Jansen 
Joint

Flexi 
Joint

Pallet 
Joint

Adjustable 
Joint

Need a 
better 
material

Pros and Cons...
Sustainable? 
Biosourced? 
Biodegradable?

Are there more 
sustainable materials 
than these for 3D 
printing?

Pros and Cons of each...
Functional? Flexible? Strong?

Jansen Joint 
made with 

HD-PLA 
Composite

Can a 3D printer 
be used to make 

furniture?

Yes... (show precedents) 

But not all printers...
Industrial Printers vs. Desktop Printers

Can a desktop 3D printer make furniture?

What would it take to make 
furniture with a desktop 3D printer? 

What are the 
limitations?

What kind of 
furniture are you making?

Are you making 
the whole piece of 
furniture?

Why make furniture 
with a 3D printer?

Where is 3D printing now 
and where is it heading? 3D printer 

Vs. 
Mass ManufacturingNew Industrial Revolution???

Is it durable? Is it 
functional?

Is it relevant? 
Can layeople 
use this technology? 

Pros and Cons of increased 
Micro-Manufacturing

Can we reduce the 
waste of 3D printing?

Improve the printing process

Improve materials ...
sustainable, 

biosourced + biodegradable 

Diagra  I used to visualise the research paths 
that I pursued during the Potential project
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My design concept for the Jansen Joint developed fro  Theo 
Jansen s book The Great Pretender. In it, I discovered his 
i pressive creatures, the “Strandbeests  (Dutch for “beach 
ani al ), and his ethod of working. Jansen has spent nearly 
30 years developing this group of kinetic sculptures to the point 
where they can now “live  on the beaches of olland with very 
little assistance or aintenance fro  hi .

These walking sculptures were, at their ost basic level, 
structures built fro  co on plu bing pipes (rods) joined 
together with cable ties. They were the artistic equivalent of a 
rapidly prototyped, DIY answer to building a structure that could 
perfor  a variety of functions. What Jansen had done with pipes 
and cable ties I was trying to do using a D3DP. Jansen is building 
ani al sculptures and I a  building furniture, but structures can 
serve any purposes. In fact, the purpose of any structure is a 
subjective atter that is relative to each individual s perspective. 
What is a chair when it isn t used for sitting in  It is a ladder, a 
sculpture, a doorstop, or whatever use it is applied to. Jansen 
started aking his sculptures long before the rapid prototyping 
revolution. What if he had used a D3DP instead of cable ties to 
join the rods of his sculptures

I envisioned a walking chair as a design destination that would 
challenge the D3DP s ability to ake what I could i agine and, 
in doing so, show the potential of the technology in a way that 
was socially relevant. owever, as an artist I a  prone to letting 
ideas y away with y i agination. As a designer I a  capable of 
grounding these ideas to practical and relevant design solutions. 
Building a Jansen walking chair was clearly outside the scope 
of this project, which is about designing so ething functional, 
socially relevant, sustainable, and 3DP. As an industrial designer 
I see furniture as an ideal focus for this project for three distinct 
reasons

 Social relevance  furniture is ubiquitous in society. Every 
culture of the world uses it. Therefore, the develop ent of 
3DP furniture has the potential to i pact a wide seg ent of 
the population.

 Sustainable relevance  Mass anufacturing is responsible 
for uch of the environ ental degradation of our planet. 
Furniture is ass anufactured all over the world. Developing 
3DP furniture has the potential of providing a ore sustainable 
alternative anufacturing option to consu ers.

 3DP relevance  D3DP are li ited by any factors but three 
that are co only referred to as hindering the develop ent 
and widespread adoption of this technology are the ease 
of use, the size of their print area, and the functionality of 
the objects they ake (Gershenfeld 2005; Anderson 2012; 
Johnson 2013; agerty 2013; art 2012; Pratt 2013; Prof tt 

Jansen started aking his 
sculptures long before the 

rapid prototyping revolution. 
What if he had used a 

D3DP instead of cable ties 
to join the rods of  

his sculptures

Kinetic  an object, sculpture 
or work of art dependent on 

ove ent for its effect
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Screen-shots of y 3D-printable CAD odel of the walking Jansen chair
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2013; utchinson 2013). Exploring the design of D3DP 
furniture has the potential to identify ways in which this 
technology ight i prove and develop.

Despite furniture being well suited to the intentions of this 
research, it see ed unrealistic to hope to ake a whole piece 
of furniture using a D3DP for the very reasons just entioned. 
Modular furniture or, ore speci cally, odularity was an 
obvious solution to this challenge. I reasoned that if the furniture 
could be printed in sections and asse bled then it ight be 
possible to ake the whole piece of furniture using a D3DP. 
But even this idea see ed awed. Another li itation of D3DP 
is their speed (Gershenfeld 2005; Pratt 2013). Making a whole 
piece of furniture, even one divided into parts, would be so 
ti e-consu ing and involved it is doubtful that anyone would 
bother. Again, odularity was the answer. Taking fro  the 
exa ples of IKEA furniture, scaffolding syste s, and any 
tent anufacturers, I deter ined that aking a odular joint 
could be the solution. By designing a odular joint to t with 
other co only available building aterials (i.e., tubes or pipes 
like Jansen used) I could use the D3DP as an indispensable 
tool in the design and fabrication of a odular furniture joining 
syste . I envisioned a DIY aker who just oved into a new 
apart ent, aybe a student at university or a igrant labourer in 
a new town, printing off a batch of joints to connect inexpensive 
building supplies fro  a local hardware store to ake a chair 
to sit on. This idea really ca e to roost when I realised that a 

odular joining syste  like this could per it the DIY aker to 
then convert his chair into a table or other furniture object as 
needed, re-using the sa e parts. For e, this idea was ticking 
all the boxes  socially relevant (enabling people to provide for 
the selves and save oney), sustainably relevant (convertible 
furniture, the need to ake less furniture, reduced waste) and 
functionally relevant (designing a odular furniture joint would 
showcase how a 3DP could be used to ake functional objects).

This anner of designing furniture around a odular joint or 
joining syste  is the sa e idea behind Ger an designer Christof 
Sch idt s two chairs Da  and KaB. With these chairs, Sch idt 
used rapidly expanding polyurethane foa  to for  joints which 
hold standardised wooden rods. With the Da  chair, “The 
solid wooden ele ents of the chair are broken to easure and 
placed into a silicone- ould. Due to its expansion, the poured 
in polyurethane foa  in ltrates every single wooden bre at 
the breaking point and connects the pieces soundly. The foa  
hardens within inutes  (Sch idt 2010). With the KaB chair, 
Sch idt cuts the wooden rods instead of breaking the  and 
exaggerates the size of the joints aking the  uch larger than 
the wooden rods they hold. This works to create a blocky “LEGO  
aesthetic and e phasises the joint s i portance. Sch idt s 

“Consumers tend 
to value more highly 

products in which they 
feel that they have had 

a hand in their creation, 
whether assembling a 

kit or just encouraging 
the creators themselves 
online. Researchers call 

this ‘the IKEA Effect’....

 – Anderson 2012, 78
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Da  Joint 
by Christof Sch idt

KaB Chair by Christof Sch idt

Da  Chair by Christof Sch idt

KaB Chair by Christof Sch idt
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odular joint fabrication technique is an excellent exa ple of 
a syste  that is designed to work with a standardised building 

aterial (square wood rods). The syste  per its Sch idt to 
alter the length of the rods to ake different sized chairs or 
change the con guration to re-use the sa e joint ould to ake 
different types of furniture. The oversized joint in the KaB chair is 
especially relevant to 3DP because its si ple shape is essentially 
an extruded outline; an easy shape for a D3DP. I appreciate 
Sch idt s syste  and the playful-blocky aesthetic of the KaB 
chair, but its bulkiness isn t for everyone. This chair would be 
proble atic in a s all living space and would clash with the 

ore si plistic design styles that are do inant in conte porary 
furniture. For the Potential project, I a  keen to avoid using 
polyurethane foa  or other toxic non-biodegradable aterials. 
Moreover, once Sch idt akes a joint using the foa , the pieces 
per anently are xed into the joint and cannot be re oved. 
This lack of adjustability is proble atic as it isn t user friendly. 
The Potential project seeks to design a syste  that gives the 
user LEGO-like control to asse ble and disasse ble furniture 
structures easily. 

Another exa ple of a odular joining syste  is the “Snap  joint 
that was ade by MIT students Lindy Liggett, Lisette Lopez, 
Morris Taylor, Josh a os, and My Vu. The syste  consists of 
slotted wooden panels held in place by etal joints that cla p 
the panels and hold the  using a spring-loaded ball-pin which 
seats in the groove. As I observed with Sch idt s joint, extruded 
shapes of this type are well suited to the slicing and layering 
process inherent in the 3DP process. The Snap joint syste  is 
ideal because it is easily asse bled and disasse bled by the 
user. This recon gurability gives the syste  a dyna ic ele ent 
that the Sch idt joint lacks. owever, the syste  lacks the 
strength and rigidity that Sch idt was able to achieve using a 

aterial that tightly for ed and bonded around the aterials 
the joints hold in place. The spring-loaded ball is not co pletely 
captured in the groove and cannot resist horizontal stress very 
well, which leads to instability. This effect can be ini ised by 
adding extra supports but requires a fair bit of additional roo . 
The spring-loaded ball-pin can t be achieved using D3DP unless 
the joint is re-designed to allow these parts to be asse bled after 
printing. Aesthetically, this joint and the odular furniture syste  
are geo etrically si ple and bulky. The slight angle of the legs 
of the chair and tables is re ected in the trapezoidal shape of 
the panels. This si ple shape gives the syste  a clean, well-
designed feel in spite of its bulkiness.

During the Potential project, I designed two odular joint syste s 
that worked with the sa e principal of joining panels that the 
Snap joint is based on. With the rst joint, the Adjustable Joint, I 
explored aking a joint that was re-positionable to give the user/

This works to create a 
blocky LEGO  aesthetic 

and e phasises the joint s 
i portance.
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Snap Modular Joining Syste  
The Paper Clique©
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Maker ore control and a greater variety of structural options. 
With the second joint syste , the Pallet Joint, I worked with pallet 
planks instead of plywood in order to explore a less expensive 
and recycled building aterial. In both of these explorations the 
joints went through any iterations and prototypes to identify the 
bene ts and li itations of each syste . 

The Adjustable Joint is a ulti-positional cla ping joint that is 
designed to seat into a grove in pre-cut standardised plywood 
panels. The cla p can be angled to 90 , 120 , or 180 , 
depending on the furniture structure needed. Then the cla ps 
are attached to the panels and seat their exible “tooth  into a 
groove cut inset fro  the panel s edge. The cla ps ust be 
locked into place using a wing-nut and bolt which can also be 
3DP. This joint syste  was one of y rst explorations into using 
a 3DP as a design and prototyping tool. I used an Ulti aker 3D 
print, one of the better open-source D3DP, and had a relative 
a ount of success at rst getting the printer to ake the objects 
that I designed. owever, after a short ti e things started to 
break down. The printer would clog, the print nozzle would 
knock objects off the print bed and a nu ber of other issues 
developed. I struggled to get the printer to function and co plete 
tasks. Moreover, the functionality of the joint was a ajor 
stu bling block. While I was quite pleased with y design of this 
syste , which allowed the user to quickly asse ble a variety 
of structures, I struggled to ake rigid shapes with the cla p.  
There was too uch ex in the plastic, the adjusting echanis , 
and the way the tooth seated in the inset groove. My atte pts to 
address these issues by adjusting the design were hindered by 
the funda ental weakness in the 3DP construction process. This 
led e to explore other opportunities. 

The Pallet Joint is a rigid or xed position joint that is designed 
to join the planks fro  a recovered co ercial pallet. There are 
several variations on this joint that allow the user to connect pallet 
planks in a variety of directions and co binations. The Pallet 
Joint design also went through several iterations and, in its ost 
developed state, it also beca e adjustable to acco odate a 
variety of standardised pallet plank thicknesses. This syste  is 
designed to be a quick-connect syste  that easily slides onto 
pallet planks, allowing the user to quickly “sketch  a structure and 
then cinch the structure together using standardised tie-down 
straps. My challenge with the Pallet Joint was to achieve rigidity 
and strength suf cient to hold the various structures the joint 
could build. My success in achieving this goal was again li ited 
by the structural weakness caused by the printing process as the 
joints often are required to hold planks that apply stress along the 
z axis of the joint; the weakest of the three axes. While I searched 
for better ways of aking joints I was also in the process of 
de ning the aesthetic for the Potential project.

Ultimaker  A Dutch based 
3D printer anufacturer that 

produces printers that run 
on open-sourced software. 

They e brace a philosophy 
of co unity over pro t for 

the bene t of the industry  
as a whole. 

“We dare to share our 
knowledge because we 
believe we can achieve 

even more when working 
together.

 – Ultimaker 2013
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The Adjustable Joint

The Pallet Joint 
(2-way, 3-way, 4-way versions)
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Philosopher Peter-Paul Verbeek argues in his book What Things 
Do that  “Industrial design is occupied with the aesthetics of 
objects  (2005, 211). Verbeek establishes that, “industrial design 
generally treats products fro  one of two perspectives  their 
functionality and their sign-value. A product ust rst of all be 
functional; it ust do what it was designed and anufactured 
to do. Besides this, it has eaning or sign-value  hu an beings 
are drawn to particular product styles and not to others, and 
use a product to express the lifestyle to which they (want to) 
belong  (2005, 204). In the design of the joints I developed for 
the Potential project, I aintained a odernist “for  follows 
function  (Verbeek 2005, 204) approach. The aesthetic choices 
I ade were based on the underlying geo etry of the surfaces 
I was connecting and objects I was joining. These aesthetic 
choices were ade as uch for the si plicity of working with 
these shapes as it was to aintain the integrity of the object I was 
creating. 

Fro  a functional design perspective, it akes sense to avoid the 
e bellish ent of an object until its funda ental for  and function 
have been achieved. Objects dripping with e bellish ent and 
decoration risk betraying their intended function and conceal their 
natural for . The aesthetic challenge for any designers is, once 
the for  and function have been established, to i bue the object 
with the “sign-value  that Verbeek describes through sleek lines 
and/or ashy colours. owever, the Potential project s intention 
is to appeal to the broadest audience and, hopefully, engage 
the designers and users of 3DP technology through the open-
design develop ent of whatever products this project produces. 
I envision placing the design les for the joints that I ake in this 
project on Thingiverse or so e other DIY digital design repository 
for others to use and develop further. While the pursuit of this 
goal is beyond the scope and ti e fra e of this phase of the 
Potential project, this intention has helped to guide aesthetic 
choices. By keeping the look of the joints geo etric and si ple I 
hope to encourage others to i prove on what I have started. By 
designing a wood/plastic co posite without dyes or colouring, I 
have kept its natural wood-like appearance. In line with Verbeek s 
point, by using this aterial to ake y odular furniture joints 
I a  i buing the  with the lifestyle choice of “eco-friendly . 
Aesthetically, like Jansen with the Strandbeests and Sch idt with 
the KaB chair, I a  designing skeletal geo etric joints that are 

ore about function than for .

My i pression of other industrial designers  processes is that 
early in their process they often work toward or have a clearly 
de ned and well-resolved design destination. My process, in 
co parison, ay see  ore like what Jansen calls “hacking 
a path through the undergrowth  (Jansen 2007, 37). To e, it 
often feels as though I a  turning left three ti es to go to the 

“Reality cannot be 
adequately understood 

if humans and non-
humans are treated 

‘asymmetrically’. The two 
cannot be had separately, 

but are always bound 
up with each other in a 

network of relations.  
Only by virtue of this 

network are they what 
they are, and can they do 

what they do.

 – Bruno Latour quoted by 
Verbeek 2005, 149
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right. owever, I know that when I a  in this uncertain design 
landscape I often nd the keys to overco ing y design 
challenge. With the develop ent of the Jansen Joint, a ore 
conventional design strategy ight have been to design a chair or 
a table or a desk, de ne its for  through sketches and odelling, 
and then design a joint to work with that for  or furniture piece. 
My approach, on the contrary, focused on exploring Jansen s 
sculptures, studying his building practices and identifying his 
techniques. It was a process of i itation where I studied his 
“dance oves  and, in doing so, I explored his design style. 
By putting yself through this process of replicating Jansen s 
building practices, I began to ore fully co prehend the variables 
that I should seek to address with the joining syste  I wanted to 

ake.

Jansen says that his entire syste  is based on “eleven holy 
nu bers  (Jansen 2007). With the aid of a co puter si ulation 
progra e, he identi ed 11 easure ents as ideal for 
constructing the leg ar ature that enables his sculptures to 
walk. The ar ature is based around connecting two xed or 
rigid triangles to four hinged rods. Each of these ar atures is, 
in turn, connected to a central crank that is propelled by wind 
energy. The whole syste  works s oothly when constructed 
using Jansen s exact easure ents. owever, when one of the 

easure ents is off by even a bit it puts a hitch-in-its-giddy-up  
and the Strandbeest begins to li p instead of walking s oothly. 
This li p occurred to several of the scale odels that I built but I 
also learned that a li p is not necessarily a bad thing; it doesn t 
prevent the echanis  fro  working.

I downloaded the instructions for y rst two scale Strandbeest 
odels fro  the Thingiverse web site. The Paper Strandbeest 

(Do beef 2013), a paper cut-out asse bly, took e two days 
to ake and asse ble. Pieced together with card stock and 
gro ets and connected to a wire crank, this odel lacked the 
strength and stability to walk easily by itself. It needed a helping 
hand to steady it as it oved. Still it was a great exercise to help 

e grasp the dyna ics of the Jansen echanis . The Brabeest 
(Wood 2013) is a 3DP set of parts that can be asse bled to 

ake a Strandbeest ar ature. I had dif culty getting the D3DP 
to ake this odel. I spent the better part of a day printing 
and re-printing this asse bly before I was able to salvage 
enough of the parts fro  all the atte pts to ake one ar ature. 
This exercise was helpful because I was able to explore the 
functionality of the 3DP with a le that I knew had already worked 
for so eone else. It also encouraged e to design y own 3DP 
asse bly using CAD software.

I designed two scale odels using hinoceros ( hino), a CAD 
odelling progra e. The rst was a si ilar asse bly to the 

“I want to make my 
own life forms from a 

single material.

 – Jansen 2007, 35

“It was the beach 
animals themselves that 

let me make them. And the 
plastic tubing showed me 

how.

 – Jansen 2007, 37
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(Alley, 2010)
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Brabeest. I spent the better part of a week working out the details 
of how the pieces needed to t together and resolving issues 
that cropped up with the software. hino is a powerful odelling 
progra e that can also be highly te pera ental. Models ust 
be constructed in ways that can be counter-intuitive to the way 
one would construct a physical 3D object due to the way that 

hino “thinks  of an object. hino is a Non-unifor  ational 
Basis Spline (NU BS)-based odelling progra e, which is a 
co puter progra er way of saying that hino “thinks  of objects 
as any little points in space, as opposed to intersecting planes 
that are represented on the screen. Users (in this case, e) often 
get stuck when they try to ake changes to a surface or group 
of surfaces instead of addressing the points that hino uses to 
de ne the para eters of a surface. When this happens, hino 
doesn t tell you what you have done wrong, it just tells you that 
it can t co plete the action you have requested. Subsequently, 
creating co plex odels can take an enor ous a ount of ti e, 
as each step of the process can turn into a scavenger hunt to 
decipher why the progra e isn t doing what you want it to do. 
My point in discussing this is not to air y frustrations with the 
co puter progra ers of the world but to e phasise the ti e, 
patience and skills that are required to develop a standard level 
of pro ciency with these types of progra es. The progra es 

ake up a signi cant part of the 3DP landscape.

Making these odels enabled e to explore and develop the 
ways that the Jansen echanis  could be anipulated. I was 
able to focus on how the parts joined together as a syste  and 
how they ight be joined in other ways. I ade the second 
full-scale odel uch later in the overall design process of the 
Jansen Joint, after I had developed so e of the joint prototypes 
and tested the  to ensure that they were functional. The largest 
of the odels I constructed was designed to join these prototypes 
and ba boo to ake a oving or “walking  ar ature. This 

odel gave e the opportunity to challenge the prototypes I 
was working with in dyna ic ways so that I could observe how 
they dealt with stress and strain and how they held up over 
ti e. Moreover, I was able to explore techniques in joining the 
prototypes to a co on building aterial – ba boo.

Jansen used PVC because it is inexpensive and easy to get 
(Jansen 2007). owever, PVC is a controversial and potentially 
toxic petroleu  product, not a sustainable choice. In y search 
for alternatives I decided on ba boo, a staple of the sustainability 

ove ent, which has a wide range of industrial and agricultural 
applications. Moreover, it is often used in furniture construction 
because it is both strong and exible. Finally, ba boo s tubular 
pro le atches the pro le of co on plu bing piping, curtain 
and closet rods, rebar, and any other co on building 

aterials. This eant that others could easily adapt the syste  

“I spent nearly an 
hour trying to adjust the 
print head to juuuust the 

right height so that the 
extruded plastic would 
stick to the bed. It was 

a matter of carefully 
adjusting, starting a 

print, watching it screw 
up, aborting the print, 

cleaning the dried plastic 
off the bed and extruder, 

repositioning the head 
by some fraction of a 
millimeter, and trying 

again.

 – Hutchinson 2013

NURBS (Non-uniform 
Rational Basis Spline): 
a co puter progra e 
that uses points located 

in an XYZ coordinate 
grid to de ne an object s 

para eters.
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Scale odels of the Jansen linkage  
I ade using cardboard,  

the 3D printer, and ba boo
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to work with their preferred building aterial. In y exploration 
of this aterial I sa pled the ba boo sold at so e of the local 
hardware and garden DIY stores in Wellington (Bunnings, Mitre 
10, and Place akers) and deter ined that the average range of 
dia eters for the ba boo garden stakes ranged fro  7 to 12 . 

My develop ent of the Jansen Joint can be i agined as a 
staircase where the ights progressively build on the successes 
and failures of each step. The landings between the ights are 
littered with the sketches and i ages of hino odels, revisions, 
and occasionally were points of departure where I left one 
staircase to explore a co pletely different but related joint syste . 
The rst ight contains the steps I went through to develop the 
threaded cylinder that holds onto the ba boo rods. The next ight 
covers the develop ent of the joint s head and exploring odular 
connections. The nal ights cover the ost dif cult part of the 
Jansen joint – the neck, where the parts of the joint are joined 
together. These last few ights had ore steps than previous 
ights as I explored ways of hinging and bending the joint to give 

users a wider range of asse bly options.

In the sixth design phase I printed the hinged joint, which required 
extre ely tight tolerances. The previous iterations could only 
achieve right-angle connections – the hinge overca e this 
li itation. owever, printing two co ponents that were not joined 
but still encased the other pushed y developing 3D printing skills 
to the li it and it always required a good deal of post-printing 
nishing work to separate the pieces so they could ove. Often 

the pieces would fuse together and I just couldn t separate the . 
I was concerned. This version was not user friendly and I feared 
it would frustrate other users. I needed a different way to achieve 
the sa e sort of exibility.

The the e of joining that runs throughout this exegesis 
cul inates in the resolution of this design challenge. ow could 
I get the joint to achieve non-right-angle connections if the hinge 
was too dif cult to print and standard 3DP aterials were too 
brittle to ex  I was able to solve this design challenge by joining 
this product-oriented design path with y aterial-oriented 
design path. I realised that by using the exible D-PLA that I had 
developed I could print joints that would bend without needing a 
hinge.

The exible neck has several advantages over the hinged neck. 
It is si pler and s aller than the hinged neck, which eans that 
the printing process is faster – al ost 20 inutes faster. The 
exible aterial actually give the user a greater range of otion 

because the neck can twist slightly fro  side to side, which the 
hinged neck couldn t do. Also, the exible neck builds a ore 
rigid structure than the hinged neck because the gap that ust be 

“It is thus possible to 
conclude that the majority 

of the sample population 
will prefer products that 

are simple and easy to 
use, as it has become a 

central tenet to that which 
consumers perceive as 

good design.

 – Porter 2008, 26

“...you have to leave  
(in engineering terms  a 

massive gap between 
these moving parts. This 

gap is to prevent the parts 
fusing together when you 

print them. This gap has to 
be around 0.5mm between 

moving parts. This may 
sound [like] a little, but 
if you’re talking about 

ef ciency on a gearbox, 
it’s terrible! You can get 
a little closer on higher 

detail machines, but 
these machines generally 

work with brittle resins, 
basically giving you 

another problem whilst 
not really solving the rst 

one.

 – 3DPRINTUK 2013
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present for the hinge to function leaves the structure less stable 
than if the neck were ade without gaps.

D-PLA can be used with or without wood bres to ake a 
durable exible 3DP aterial. The wood bres decrease the 
strength slightly but they reduce the tendency of the printed 
objects to warp during the printing process. Moreover, the wood 

akes the D3DP object lighter and gives it a ore natural wood-
like appearance. 

The signi cance of this develop ent directly relates to design. 
The current co ercially available printing aterials li it 
industrial designers in the types of objects that they can produce. 
ABS and PLA ake rigid objects. With the odular joint syste  
I was designing before this discovery I had to plan out any 
angles or transitions in advance and y designs were li ited 
to whichever angle I chose. But, designing D-PLA eant that 
I could, in turn, design the odular syste  in a new way. The 

D-PLA enabled e to si plify y joint and provide the user with 
an increased nu ber of construction con gurations.

In its nal version the Jansen Joint is a sustainable odular 
D3DP furniture joint that can be used to ake a wide variety of 
furniture structures. The joint has been designed to be easily 3DP 
and it exploits the bene ts of a designed sustainable aterial, 

D-PLA, which, gives it echanical properties that are distinct 
fro  the do inant 3DP aterials. This aesthetically si ple joint is 
intended to act as a blank canvas and encourage other designers 
and D3DP users to develop and personalise the joint for their own 
needs. The achieve ent of this aterial and this joining syste  
is an initial proof-of-concept that, with further research and 
develop ent, 3DP can beco e ore functional and relevant than 
it is now. 

This section has exa ined the creative exploration of the 
Potential project by focusing on the design and develop ent of 
the Jansen Joint. The intention of this exploration was to initiate 
concepts using hand sketching and CAD software and develop 
their design through an iterative prototyping-redesign-prototype-
again process in order to fully engage the D3DP as a design tool. 
This section also explored the aesthetic approach of the Jansen 
Joint, the work of other design precedents, and analysed the pros 
and cons of adapting these syste s for use in a D3DP. 
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Conclusion

The the e and the goal of the Potential project was to join by 
design and with design. By design, I brought together y training 
and skill and interests with a social proble  to deter ine if I 
could ake a difference. That was y starting point. I narrowed 
it down to deter ine if 3DP, which has been celebrated by any 
as a technology and tool that will revolutionise and de ocratise 

anufacturing, is actually capable of being used by the average 
person to create so ething useful. I wanted to join y training 
as a designer and artist with what I know of engineering and 
construction/ anufacturing. I wanted to join y concern for 
the environ ent and for public health with an investigation of 
sustainable aterials that could be used in a 3DP. The research 
joined acade ia with the private sector to facilitate the project. 
It joined existing designs and concepts with new designs to 
build upon others  success while also innovating. It relied on 
two separate design-led research paths which eventually 
joined together to produce, quite literally, a joint. This joint was 
created fro  newly developed aterials that were designed to 
be ore sustainable and less har ful to the environ ent than 

ost other co ercially-available aterials. It was designed to 
join recycled aterials together to create so ething functional 
and aesthetically pleasing. Joining was the the e. Design and 
ele ents of design thinking were the eans by which the joining 
was ade possible.

The Jansen Joint syste  is a 3DP odular furniture joining 
syste  developed fro  and designed to apply essential ele ents 
of Theo Jansen s kinetic sculptures, The Strandebeests. The 
joint enables a DIY furniture builder to connect a wide variety of 
rod- or tube-shaped building aterials (e.g., ba boo, plu bing 
pipe, wood dowels, and threaded steel rods) to construct a 
variety of furniture pieces. The Jansen Joint was designed to 
be anufactured using a D-PLA co posite. This was done 
to increase the sustainability of the odular joining syste  by 
increasing the biodegradability of these objects. And this resulted 
in bringing a new aterial to the landscape of 3DP which offers 
additional properties to the currently li ited selection of 3DP 

aterials. 

This research experi ented with aking D-PLA in two ways  
rigid and exible. In its rigid state, D-PLA offers nearly equal 
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Working prototype of the Jansen Joint chair  
using bendable and rigid D-PLA
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strength and produces a less brittle object than one ade fro  
neat PLA. When ade to be exible, D-PLA offers a rigid 
exibility that gives objects ore adjustability and variability than 

ones ade fro  neat PLA or ABS. These rigid yet exible joints 
can be linked in a wider range of con gurations than are possible 
when aking objects with the do inant 3DP aterials, ABS and 
PLA.

A key otivation in conducting this design-led research and 
critique of 3DP was to identify what areas of the 3DP landscape 
need further research. So e areas that should receive further 
investigation include

 esolving the dif culties of using this technology 
by
 Integrating syste s that onitor the quality of 

the objects being ade.
 Developing a single user interface for the 

ultiple software applications used. 
 Increasing the user s control over the printing 

process by developing
 Manual control over print operations that enable
 eturning to a previous point in the build 

process
 epeating steps to fortify parts of a odel

 Dyna ic odel adjust ents to address printing 
issues that result fro
 Excess or insuf cient extrusion
 Poor intra-layer bonding and dela ination
 Curling or warping

 The availability and range of aterials to include a 
wider range of
 Biosourced and biodegradable options.
 Materials with signi cantly different echanical 

properties, including
 Deter ining the opti al for ulation of the D-PLA 

to achieve the strongest 3DP object.
 Deter ining the co plete range of echanical 

properties for different for ulations of WF , 
WFL, PLA and ELST.

 Identifying biosourced and biodegradable addi-
tives that would i prove the bonding between 
WF , WFL, PLA and ELST.

Additionally, the Jansen joint syste  needs further research into

 Additional product testing in a wider range of appli-
cations and conditions.

 Observation of end user application and 
experience. 

“To the absolutist in 
every craftsman, each 

imperfection is a failure; 
to the practitioner, 

obsession with perfection 
seems a perception for 

failure.

 – Sennett 2008, 52
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 Expansion of the odularity, adjustability and 
adaptability of the syste  to new construction ate-
rials and con gurations.

While further research is key to developing FFF D3DP to ake it 
ore accessible and relevant, it ay be even ore i portant to 

ask “whether this is even the right proble  to be solving  (Brown 
2009, 67). Over and over again during the course of this project, 
progress was halted by the FFF technology itself. The extruder 

otor on the printer would slip and strip the la ent, causing a 
print to fail. The nozzle would stick to an adjacent part and drag it 
along, knocking other pieces over as it went, causing the print to 
fail. Te perature, vibration and even inor changes in air current 
all have led to prints failing. As I entioned in the section on 
social change, the better solution to these proble s ay actually 
be in the develop ent of other existing or currently undiscovered 
technologies. For exa ple

 SLA and SLS, which use lasers to heat the surface 
of a resin or powder bath to build odels, ay be 

ore effective and ef cient than FFF as D3DP 
technology. 

 The For  1 3DP is a SLA D3DP that avoids the 
proble s of extruder otors and nozzles by use of 
its lasers. 

 Pellet feeders, which store and feed into the printer 
pellets of plastic, in place of la ent and extruder 

otors. The pellet feeders use a screw to force the 
pellets through the heated nozzle, which avoids the 
proble  of la ent striping. 

 These develop ents suggest that the landscape of 
3DP is still for ing and a reliable technology has 
yet to be established. 

This exegesis arks the conclusion of this phase of The Potential 
project but this is not the end. In this exegesis I have spoken at 
length regarding the potential of 3DP technology to in uence 
social change and be ore relevant to the world s poor. But, I 
have also noted that this technology is currently a play thing of 
the privileged, and have identi ed any of the ways in which it 
is decidedly not user-friendly. I see the key to resolving these 
obstacles on the path to social change and greater sustainability 
as greater social engage ent – speci cally “open design . 

ooted in infor ation and co unication technology, 
open design  gives us all the instru ents to beco e 
the one- an factory, the world player operating fro  a 
s all back roo  (Strikker as quoted fro  Troxler 2012, 
4–5).

I see the key to resolving 
these obstacles on the 

path to social change and 
greater sustainability as 

greater social engage ent, 
speci cally – Open Design .
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and 

The open design odel di inishes the traditional 
vertical value chain that is for ed by designer- an-
ufacturer-distributor-consu er relationships and 
offers an alternative, open web of direct links between 
designers and consu ers (Avital as quoted fro  
Troxler 2012, 4–5).

In fact, a funda ental ele ent of this project that I have alluded 
to but not yet fully explored is engaging with the co unity 
of digital designers that are currently learning and developing 
3DP technology. The next phase of this project is to develop 
this odular syste  through open design collaboration by 
publicising the digital les and the ndings of this research for 
others to use and experi ent with. This will be done by utilising 
the Creative Co ons Attribution-NonCo ercial-ShareAlike 
4.0 International License (Creative Co ons 2013), which 
designates that the designs I have created are available for use 
by anyone so long as they share what they ake and they do not 
seek to use it for co ercial pro t without y express consent. 
In this way, I hope to encourage others to post their successes 
and failures for the D3DP co unity to see, use, and bene t 
fro . Therefore, open develop ent of this design and further 
exploration of user experience and aterial develop ent will be 
the focus of the next phase in the Potential project, a phase that 
ai s to further leverage design to join 3DP with sustainability 
and social change to achieve the potential of this exciting new 
technology.“Newton did not really 

act alone in creating the 
theory of gravitation: he 

needed observational 
data from the Astronomer 

Royal, John Flamsteed, 
he needed publication 

support from the Royal 
Society and its members 
(most especially Edmund 

Halley), he needed the 
geometry of Euclid, the 

astronomy of Kepler, the 
mechanics of Galileo, 
the rooms, lab, food, 

etc. at Trinity College, 
an assistant to work in 

the lab, the mystical idea 
of action at a distance, 
and more, much more 

(see the book by Michael 
White). The same can be 
said of any scienti c or 

technological project.
 

 – Goguen 1998
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Glossary
(The New Oxford A erican Dictionary 3rd Edition 2010)

3DP: 3D Printer/ers/ed/ing/able.

ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene): a co on petroleu -based ther oplastic, the 
ost co on type of FFF 3DP aterial.

Accessible technology: a technology or product that can be easily and/or intuitively used 
or adopted by individuals with a ini u  of education or preparation. 

The Artists’ method: this ethodological process is loosely de ned as a process by 
which proble s are solved through an intuitive, experi ental, iterative, and heuristic 
exploration of possible solutions.

CAD (Computer Aided Drafting): a ethod of drawing that utilises a co puter software 
progra e to si ulate a 3D space based on an XYZ coordinate grid.

CNC (Computer Numeric Control): a eans of precisely controlling a device (e.g. router) 
where the device is calibrated to function within an established area that correlates to an 
XYZ coordinate grid.
 
D3DP: desktop 3D Printer/ers/ed/ing/able.

Design thinking: for the purposes of this project, design thinking is a ethodological 
process that focuses on e pathy with the participants within the context of a proble  
in order to de ne what the exact proble  is. Then a process of ideation is e ployed to 
explore possible solutions to the proble  and, fro  this, prototypes are developed and 
tested to explore the relevance of these ideas.

FFF (Fused Filament Fabrication): (AKA  FDM or Fused Deposition Modelling) A 3DP 
technology that e ploys a heated nozzle to plasticise ther oplastic la ent to build 
objects according to the instructions of a digital .stl le.

Join: a place where two or ore things are connected or fastened together.

Joint: a point at which parts of an arti cial structure are joined.
 
ELST: a petroleu -based elasto er that is ore exible than PLA, elts at a lower 
te perature and is also biodegradable.

PLA (Polylactic Acid): a co on ther oplastic derived fro  starch (often vegetable), the 
second ost co on D3DP aterial.
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Heuristic: a ethodology or process that enables a person to discover or learn so ething 
for the selves. A “hands-on  or interactive approach to learning. Exploration proceeding to 
a solution by trial and error or by rules that are only loosely de ned.

Kinetic: 1) of, relating to, or resulting fro  otion. 2) (of a work of art) depending on 
ove ent for its effect.

Modulus (Young’s modulus): a easure of elasticity, equal to the ratio of the stress 
acting on a substance to the strain produced.

Neat: pure; not diluted or ixed with anything else; non-co posite.

NURBS (Non-uniform Rational Basis Spline): a co puter progra e that uses points 
located in an XYZ coordinate grid to de ne an object s para eters.

Polypropylene (PP): usually refers to a co on petroleu -based plastic, however recent 
research has developed a way of producing PP fro  bio-sources. This experi ental 
technology is currently far too expensive to be relevant to co ercial anufacturing. 

Relevant technology: a technology that is affordable, accessible, and functions according 
to an individual s needs.

RP: rapid prototyping

Rhino (Rhinocerous®): a NU BS-based CAD odelling progra e.

Social change: change that has relevant i pact on the ajority of a population or a  
social group.

Selective Laser Sintering (SLS): a 3D printer that uses a oving laser bea  to build up 
the required structure, layer by layer, fro  powdered poly er that elts on contact with 
laser light and then hardens as it cools to for  each layer.

Stereolithography (SLA): a 3D printer that uses a laser bea  to build up the required 
structure, layer by layer, fro  a liquid poly er that hardens on contact with laser light.

Thermoplastic: denoting substances (especially synthetic resins) that beco e plastic on 
heating and harden on cooling, and are able to repeat these processes.

WL: wood our

WLPC: wood our plastic co posite

WPC: wood plastic co posite

WR: wood bre 

WRPC: wood bre plastic co posite
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Appendix 1  3D printing Pri er 

The 3DP – a really brief history

3DP, also called rapid prototyping ( P) or additive anufacturing (AD), began in 1983 
when Charles (Chuck) W. ull invented the rst “Stereolithography  achine (Wagner 
2013; “30 Years of Innovation  2013). Three years later, ull went on to found 3D Syste s 
Corp. (aka Z Corp), which today is one of the largest 3DP anufacturers (Barnatt 2013; 
Wagner 2013). ull de ned the ter  “Stereolithography  as the process of aking solid 
objects by “printing  successive layers of a curable ultraviolet aterial. ull s achine 
uses a laser ai ed at a bath of light-sensitive resin. The laser light “cures  or hardens the 
resin s top layer according to whatever pattern it is progra ed to follow. When the laser 
nishes a layer of the pattern the hardened aterial is lifted out of the bath so that it is 

just touching the surface of the resin. Then the laser begins to cure the next layer of resin 
which si ultaneously attaches it to the previous one. In this way, layer by layer the laser 
“builds  an object. Since 1983 P has further evolved and currently there are four ajor 
types of rapid prototyping technologies  

 Stereolithography (SLA), which uses liquid resin and laser.
 Selective laser sintering (SLS), which uses plastic powder and laser.
 Fused la ent fabrication (FFF), also known as Fused Deposition Modelling 

or FDM, which uses plastic la ent and a heated nozzle.
 La inated object anufacturing (LOM), which uses layered aterial that is 

bonded and then cut with a laser.

In 2005, researchers fro  the University of Bath in England, led by Dr. Adrian Bowyer, 
began a project to build an open-source 3DP called the ep ap that would be able 
to ake ost of its own parts. This initiative was based on the idea that the printer 
would de ocratise anufacturing by cheaply distributing ep aps so that individuals 
everywhere could ake their own products. In 2008 the ep ap “Darwin  was released; 
the rst desktop 3D FFF printer (T. owe Price 2011). Since then the public interest in 
3DP has skyrocketed, with industry sales and services gures reaching 2.204 billion in 
2012 (Park 2013). In 2013, FFF-style printers are the ost co on type of D3DP on the 

arket, due to the low cost of parts and aterials, and the si plicity of their processes 
(Taylor 2013; Paler o 2013). 
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Industrial versus desktop 3D print

There are any co panies that ake co ercial or industrial 3DP but two co panies 
do inate the arket  Stratasys and 3D Syste s/Z Corp (Zhang 2013). These co panies 

ake industrial 3DPs that are focused on quality and can cost anywhere fro  US 10,000 
to hundreds of thousands of dollars ( agerty 2013). These printers are often very large, 
however the largest object size that the biggest of the  can produce is approxi ately 
3 feet wide or tall (Anderson 2012; agerty 2013). These co plex printers require a 
trained technician to operate and aintain the . Moreover, the resins and powders these 

achines use are nor ally patented and can only be purchased fro  the anufacturer, 
which eans there is no option to shop around for the best deal on printer supplies. 
Because of their large size, cost and co plexity these are not the kind of 3DP that you will 
nd in the average DIY aker or hobbyist s workshop ( ardy 2013).

Since 2008, the cost of desktop 3D printers has dropped fro  several thousand dollars to 
about 400 (Johnson 2013). An interesting fact is that the largest anufacturer of desktop 
3DP, Ulti aker, offers their printers and software under an open source licence freely 
sharing infor ation about how the printers and software are ade. Individual users are 
free to odify and build on the basic co ponents and software progra es that co e 
with the printer. “We dare to share our knowledge because we believe we can achieve 

3d Syste s Pro 230 (2013)  ep ap Prussa 
(3D Stuf aker.co  2013)

Print Model Distribution chart showing the top four printers sold are FFF 
technology.(Taylor 2013)
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even ore when working together  (Ulti aker BV 2013). Moreover, the third and fourth 
ost widely sold printers are also open source odels that are ade and resold by a 

nu ber of s all co panies who are capitalising on this open source odel for business. 
This research focused on FFF D3DP because, as one writer put it, these kinds of printers 
“are ore co only found in ho es (Anderson 2012, 90) , i plying that the adoption and 
social relevance of this technology is ore widespread. 

The D3DP ... ow does it work

   
(Ashley, 2013)

  
(Agence France-Presse, 2013) 

It all starts with a digital odel of an object, lets say a bust of Yoda s head. This digital 
odel is ade on a co puter using CAD software. The odel of Yoda ust be prepared 

for printing in a “slicing  progra e like Slic3r  or Cura . In this progra e, the odel 
is divided into any layers according to how nely the printer can lay down an individual 
layer of plastic. After the rst layer solidi es, the 3D “print head  returns and for s another 
thin layer on top of the rst one. When the second layer solidi es, the print head returns 
yet again and deposits another thin layer on top of that. Eventually, the thin layers build up 
and a three-di ensional object for s.
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Much like squeezing a tube of toothpaste to draw a picture on a plate, a fused la ent 
fabricaton (FFF) 3DP squeezes elted plastic out of a tiny nozzle to “draw  or “print  each 
layer of a CAD design. Guided by instructions in the design le the printer lays down the 

olten or liquid aterial to ake lines of plastic side by side across the print bed until the 
rst layer of the design is co plete. Many of these 3DP can print layers that are less than 

.2  thick. Then it raises the print head (or lowers the bed, depending on the printer) and 
begins to draw the next layer of the odel on top of the rst. It continues in this fashion, 
building the object layer by layer, one on top of the other, until the object is co plete.

An FFF printer in its ost basic for  is co posed of several essential co ponents  

 A print bed
 A print head (where the extrusion nozzle is located)
 An extrusion echanis  (often ounted on the side of the printer or on top 

of the print head)
 Four stepper otors
 An X,Y, and Z axis belt or shaft

The FFF building process
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 A other board
 An electrical plug with power reducer
 A fra e or housing
 Connecting wires fro  the otherboard to the otors

When all of these parts are asse bled the printer ust be for atted to work with a 
co puter and then carefully calibrated. 

Parts to an unasse bled ep ap Mendel 3D printer 
(3D Stuf aker.co  2013)
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Appendix 2  3D Printer co parison

A co parison of three co on FFF D3DP based on a user approach to D3DP
 

 

RepRap “Prusa” uPrint SE Plus Up Mini

Style obbyist Professional Technophile

Asse bled DIY Kit Service Agent Yes

Pre-progra ed No Service Agent Yes

Software Open Source 
( exible)

Proprietary Proprietary

Modi cations/
adaptable 

Yes No No

Ease of use Dif cult Easy to Moderate Easy to Moderate

esolution 
(layer height in 

)

.35 .254 .2

Materials Any ABS or PLA 
la ent

Manufacturer 
la ent only

Any ABS or PLA 
la ent

Build envelope 
(in )

200x200x100 203x203x152 140x140x135

Cost (prices in 
USD)

595.00 18,769.00 1,499.00

Discussion:
In order to develop a better understanding of D3DP technology, I evaluated a wide range 
of 3DP and their features. There see  to be three do inant classi cations or types of this 
technology which I have labelled hobbyist, professional, and technophile. These na es 
are intended to serve as identi ers and are not rigid categorisations. The table above 
su arises y ndings and is presented here to round out the reader s understanding of 
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the current landscape of D3DP and how I arrived at y decision to purchase a ep ap.

The “hobbyist  style of printer is ai ed at the DIY aker who is co fortable with wiring, 
software, and building things the selves. This project kit is an educational experience with 
a very steep learning curve, but it will pay off in co petence about how the process works 
and how to best anipulate it to get what you want. The build area for these printers is 
usually ediu  to large and the co ponents are odi able and adaptable to new types of 
software and hardware, so the achine you buy can be upgraded piece by piece.

The “professional  style printer is geared to s all businesses and quality-oriented 
enthusiasts. Stratasys was a pioneer of 3DP and their achines have an excellent track 
record of being low aintenance and aking great prints. These achines print using two 

aterials, ABS and PLA at the sa e ti e, but the PLA is only used for support aterials. 
The printer co es with a special bath that dissolves the PLA and leaves the ABS. 

owever, if so ething does go wrong this achine requires a service agent to attend to it. 
Additionally the printing co posite aterial used in this printer can only be purchased fro  
Stratasys.

The “technophile  style of printer is geared at the no-fuss DIY aker. These printers co e 
pre-asse bled and are designed to be easy to operate (i.e., si pli ed). They tend to have 
s all to average build areas and there are often no options for changing out parts or using 
alternate aterials. They are an entry-level printer that can handle ost projects.

Analysis
While there aren t extre e differences in the size of the build areas or the resolution of 
these FFF D3DPs there is a considerable difference in the quality of the objects they 
produce and their ease of use. Currently this is re ected in the wide gap in price, but this 
gap is expected to close as it did in the 1990s with digital ca eras.

The hobbyist appeared to be the best choice of this group for the experi ental and 
iterative nature of this research project. igh-quality printing was not as i portant as the 
ability to odify and adapt the printing process to t the design variables.
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Appendix 3  Joint Case Studies

Case Study  SNAP Joint
Designers  Lindy Liggett, Lisette Lopez, Morris Taylor, Josh a os, My Vu
Type  Joint for econ gurable Furniture 

Description
In this MIT project, theses students designed a joint for use in a syste  of odular 
furniture that could be used in an of ce to quickly adapt the of ce to different needs. The 
syste  consists of slotted wooden panels held in place by etal joints that cla p the 
panels and hold the  using a spring-loaded ball-pin which seats in the groove. The design 
of this joint is ideal for D3DP because its shape is a si ple extrusion of the joint s outline. 
Extrusion shapes of this type are well suited to the slicing and layering process inherent 
in D3DP. This etal joint is, in concept, an exa ple of what I a  trying to achieve with a 
D3DP using sustainable plastic. The spring-loaded ball is not co pletely captured in the 
groove and cannot resist horizontal stress very well. It would indicate that these furniture 
pieces are susceptible to a wobbly effect. This effect could be ini ised by adding extra 
supports but requires a fair bit of additional roo . The spring-loaded ball-pin can t be 
achieved using D3DP unless the joint is re-designed to allow the parts to be asse bled 
after printing. Aesthetically, this joint and the odular furniture syste  are geo etrically 
si ple and bulky. The slight angle that the legs of the chair and tables have is re ected in 
the trapezoidal shape of the panels. These si ple shapes give the syste  a clean, well 
designed feel in spite of its bulkiness.

Design elevance  Use of odular joint to ake furniture. Ideally suited for D3DP. Joint 
allows any different positions and con gurations.

(Liggett et al. 2012)
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Case Study  Generic Swivel Cla p Joint 
Designers  Unknown
Type  epositionable joint for Scaffolding 

Description
This joint is used for scaffolding and construction purposes. It s designed to t with 
standardised tubular steel poles fro  various anufacturers. The joint housing is designed 
with two anges that are split and slightly separated. A bolt and nut are used to co press 
these anges to provide the friction necessary to cla p the housing onto a steel pole. 
The swivel hinge affords rotational adjustability after the joint has been xed into place. 
The shape of this joint is also well suited to D3DP because it is also a si ple extrusion. 

owever, the design relies on nuts and bolts to co press the joint, which poses several 
proble s for a D3DP, ost notable of which are the threads of the bolt or screw that 
are too ne for the print resolution of any D3DPs and requires a very strong aterial. 
Currently only nylon can achieve this level of strength. The sustainable plastic that this 
project seeks to use requires a wide 1  nozzle, which akes this level of printing 
resolution i possible. Moreover the strength of bolts and nuts that I have ade with 3DP 
has been very poor due to the weakness of the plastic or issues with the print direction. 
Overall there are so e worthy concepts at work with the generic swivel cla p, especially 
co pression and adjustability. owever, the design of this cla p depends too uch on a 
strong aterial like etal and won t translate easily into D3DP plastic. 

Design elevance  Modular and designed to connect with standardised aterials fro  
various anufacturers. Co pression tting allows it to be repositioned if necessary. Swivel 
hinge gives rotational adaptability to construction variables. 

(Otter Ganter G b   
Co. 2013)

( Te-Co Inc 2013)
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Case Study  LEGO Modular “Auto atic Building Blocks  
Designer  Ole Kirk Christiansen, Den ark, 1949
Type  epositionable Modular Press-Fit Joint

Description
The now iconic children s toy LEGO was originally called the Auto atic Building Block. 
This building syste  is re arkably si ple and originally ca e in two sizes of four and 
eight studs. The stud and tube syste  was patented in 1958. This syste  works because 
of its tight anufacturing tolerances. Each block has a .2  offset in the di ensions of 
the studs co pared to the base of the block that they join with. This akes joining the  
easier for the user but still aintains a haptically satisfying click when they are joined 
(Di ensions Info 2013; Orion obots 2013). This offset is useful as a rule-of-thu b for 
printing two-piece odular syste s that ust t together. The capped extrusion-based 
syste  is ore dif cult for a D3DP because it would require the printer to ake a support 
structure so the cap could be placed on the extrusion.

Since LEGOs are printable using a D3DP, it would be possible to ake furniture by printing 
oversized versions of LEGOs. owever, there are several reasons why this would not be 
appropriate for the Potential project  

 The LEGO co pany owns the patent to this syste  and there would be 
ethical issues in working with this design.
 The stubs on the blocks are not conducive to furniture and would have to be 

re oved or covered.
 Disasse bly of large blocks would be dif cult for so e users.
 The length of ti e to print enough large blocks would be i ense and a 

substantial a ount of aterial would be needed to achieve this.

Design elevance  Single odule design, .02  offset for easy t. 

(LEGO, 2013) (Chia 2003) 
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Case Study  Paravent 
Designer  Zieta Prozessdesign, 2012
Type  Modular Bolt-Fastened and Press Fit Joint

Description
The Paravent (“screen  in French) wall is a digitally crafted wall that is ade fro  CNC 
bent sheet etal. The wall was designed “to explore the possibilities of a ulti-purpose 

achine, co bining the echanical 3D-defor ation utensils with laser cutting equip ent, 
for creation of co plex for s. (Zieta Prozessdesign 2013)  The design is based on 
an interlocking syste  of odular triangular joints that are fastened with two bolts at 
every join. The extruded nature of this for  is well suited to D3DP and the way that the 
pieces interlock creatively addresses the load require ents of the syste  by placing the 
interlocking grooves parallel to the direction of the load. Because of this, the bolts used are 
not under a separating tension and instead use their aterial strength to prevent lateral 
shift. While aking bolts is proble atic with a D3DP, the concept of using a pin retaining 
device is relevant. This creative odular construction syste  is too dependent on the 
strength of etal to be easily adapted to D3DP. Moreover, the shape and odular nature 
does not lend itself to joining with other aterials. This would ean that the D3DP would 
have to ake all of the structure which would be slow and expensive (Gershenfeld, 2005). 

Design elevance  Digitally designed join ade using digitally controlled achinery; 
odular syste  based digital fabrication; extruded shape suited to D3DP; retaining pin 

concept.

(Zieta Prozessdesign 2013)
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Co plexity Easy Moderate 
(tools required)

Easy Moderate 
(tools required)

Modular Syste yes Yes Yes Yes

Desktop 3D 
printable

No No Yes No

Sturdy 
Construction

No Yes Yes Yes

Sustainable 
Materials

Yes Yes No Yes

No Additional 
tools required

Yes No Yes No

Dyna ic  
(Works with 

Co on 
aterial

Yes
(Plywood)

Yes
(Steel Poles)

No
(Works with 

itself)

No
(Works with 

itself)

Discussion
The odular syste s studied rely on two principals to retain the parts they join

Friction joints, like those used in the Snap joint and LEGOs, hold parts together through 
the use of tight tting tolerances.
Friction is increased by suction, texture or a si ilar echanis . 
The loads that these joints carry co press the joint ore or are perpendicular to the 
direction of the friction.
Capture joints, like the swivel cla p and the Paravent joint, are for ed to t like puzzle 
pieces and lock or encircle each other. 
These joints rely on the aterial strength of the encircling part to prevent separation.
Encircling capture joints offer a rotational ele ent that can be used to address other 
variables. 
When split, encircling capture joints can double as friction joints for forces perpendicular to 
the capture direction.

etaining pin, or si ilar device, can be used to oppose lateral shift of interlocking pieces. 

Industry Observations
These ndings were applied to a larger industry-wide analysis that focused on DIY retailers 
and depart ent stores like Bunnings, Mitre 10, IKEA and the Warehouse. Of the odular 
syste s retailed at these stores, the following additional observations were ade

Most odular syste s rely on echanical fasteners (bolts and screws).
Many capture joints use opposing tapered or jigsaw shapes to prevent separation. 
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The ost co on shapes in odular furniture syste s are panels and rods. 
The shape of any processed or anufactured building aterials are also panels and 
rods

Panels  plywood, foa  insulating sheets, cardboard, glass, tile, bricks, etc.
ods  plu bing pipe, closet rods, fra ing ti ber, rebar, wire, etc.

Su ary
The designs of odular joining syste s exploit several basic principals that rely on 
standardisation of aterials. This sa e principal of odularity is present in co on 
building and erchandising syste s. By exploiting these principals, digital odels can 
be fashioned that atch co on pro les and then scaled to t an enor ous range of 

aterials. 
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Appendix 4  Design esearch

This section exa ines the creative steps taken in the develop ent of the Jansen Joint. 
The process began with identifying the key features or objectives that the nal product 
should have. These were broken up into three groups according to feasibility, viability, and 
desirability. This hierarchy is based on what Ti  Brown establishes as the key concepts of 
Design Thinking (2009) and Patrick Jordan s hierarchy of product experience  Functional, 
Usable, and Pleasurable (Jordan 2000). Accordingly, y objectives were to ake a chair 
that featured  

Feasibility  Functional

 Strong (i.e., withstand general use)
 Secure (i.e., user co fort and con dence)

Viability  Usable

 Modular syste  integrating co on co ercial products 
 Adaptable to ultiple con gurations
 Easily asse bled without additional tools

Desirability  Pleasurable

 Sustainable
 uickly printable (i.e., within 1 hour) 
 S allest possible (i.e., easy to print, store, and use less aterial)
 Si ple construction (fewest nu ber of parts)
 Support-less printing (less post-printing hassle)
 Unify into an attractive product

Selection of Construction Materials
Jansen used PVC because it is inexpensive and easy to obtain (Jansen 2007). owever, 
PVC is a petroleu  product and not a sustainable choice.

In y search for alternatives I decided to use ba boo. A sy bol of the sustainability 
ove ent, ba boo has a wide range of industrial and agricultural applications and is 

often used in furniture construction. Its tubular pro le atches the pro le of co on 
plu bing piping, curtain, and closet rods, rebar, and any other co on building 

aterials. This research deter ined that the average range of dia eter for the ba boo 
garden stakes sold at national DIY stores ranged fro  7 to 12 . 
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Ideation & Concept Sketching

The ideation phase was instru ental in initially exploring the viability of design concepts. 
In these drawings, I searched for joints that would solve the ost variables possible. 

Graphically I tested construction connections that were appropriate for co on 
co ercially sold aterials or products. owever, these visual iterations could not answer 
all of y questions.

CAD Modelling
Goal  

To digitally develop the odels, resolve design issues, and prepare for 
prototyping.

 
Technique

All CAD odels were executed using hinoceros ( hino) 5 Beta for Mac, a 
NU BS-based odelling progra e. Digital odels were developed fro  
sketches to begin the prototyping process.

Design
The ai  in this phase was not to co pletely resolve the odel s detail but 
to focus instead on structural relationships. This quick-and-dirty approach to 
design is central to the design thinking ethodology.

In this way, the nal CAD designs have developed in a generational progression fro  
basic, blockish geo etric for s to co plex syste  of parts that address the any 
variables of the printing, asse bly, and functionality of the joint.

Evaluation  
Making changes and altering CAD odels can take signi cant ti e in hino. Additionally, 
this software is prone to “bugs . To avoid these factors I have developed several 
techniques for working with the software. For exa ple, I will copy a odel and ake the 
changes to the copy in order to preserve a bug free odel. If y new copy develops a 
bug that I can t x, I can return to the original odel. On large projects, y work area can 
begin to rese ble a junkyard but this landscape tells a visual story that links a project s 
beginning and end.

Scale Model Development
Goal  

My ai  is to understand the dyna ics of the Jansen walking echanis  and 
identify key variables that the Jansen joint needs to address.

Technique
Four scale odels were constructed at different scales and levels of co plexity 
based on the Jansen walking echanis . Paper odelling, 3D prototyping, and 
DIY asse bly were used.

Design  
The rst two, the Paper Strandbeest (Do beef 2013) and the Brabeest (Wood 
2013), were built following instructions and using les that were found on the 
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internet. The second two were developed in hino fro  prototypes using the 
D3DPs based on the principals learned for  the previous odels.

Evaluation  
The odels were useful in identifying that a odular syste  based on this echanis  
would

 ave joints that interlock to for  stacked “nodes  or clusters instead of one 
joint with any attach ents.

 Allow the joints and the syste  to work in adjacent planes to each other
 Gain strength through the repetition of the joint instead of each joint being 

independently strong.
 Use xed and exible triangular shapes for strength.
 Feature ainly three-way intersections (there is only one four-way and one 

two-way intersection).

Product Testing 
Testing of the joints was done concurrently with the design prototyping phase. Models that 
achieved the initial goals of printing intact and tting the aterial they were printed to join 
with were then put through a series of tests that included

1. Withstanding full weight.
2. Withstanding repeated load tests.
3. Withstanding twisting and racking of joined aterials.
4. Integration into a scale odel and load test.

In ost cases, odels did not ake it to the end.

Design by Prototyping 
Goal  

Challenge the D3DP to test its li itations, evaluate it co pared to the clai s of 
advocates and detractors, and iteratively design a sustainable odular furniture 
joint syste .

Technique
Prototyping was done using a ep ap Prusa Mega printer that was purchased 
fro  3Dstuff aker, an Australia-based co pany (a New Zealand supplier could 
not be located). Digital odels were pre-processed using either Slic3r v0.9.10b 
(early phase) or Cura v.13.10 (late phase) and printed using the print driver, 
Pronterface v1.2.

 
Design Challenges
The Jansen joint had to

 Grab the slick ba boo surface and hold it securely. 
 Be repositionable at any angles.
 Acco odate various ba boo dia eters.
 Capture/encircle intersecting ba boo rods and hold a position.
 Interlock in a way that per its ore than two connections at a given join.
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Design Solutions 

Phase 1:  Shaft Design
Design   

 The internal cavity is threaded like a nut or bolt to hold the ba boo.
 First iteration used a conical shape.
 Second iteration used a split shaft.

Testing   
 The rst iteration failed due to the shape. 
 The second iteration grabbed and withstood two people trying to pull apart 

the joined ba boo using full force.

Analysis  
The threads are a challenge for the D3DP to ake. In building the odel the 
s all short ove ents to ake the threads caused the achine to shake quite 
a bit and the next area the nozzle went to build did not receive an even ow of 

aterial. This design ay be proble atic.

Phase 2:  Barbed Head
Design  

 Cylinder head with barbs on each side ( ale/fe ale) to grab and retain 
joints when snapped together.

Testing   
 Four progressively larger iterations, each failing because the aterial (PLA) 

was too brittle to connect with another joint. 
 Last iteration was too thick to ex and broke fro  being too brittle.  

 
Analysis   

Nylon clips for bags use a si ilar principal but are longer and are usually ade 
fro  injection- oulded nylon. A ore exible aterial that is just as strong as 
PLA is needed to acco plish this kind of design.

Phase 3:  Tubular Head
Design   

Tubular cavity in head to encircle ba boo for rotational stability and variable 
positioning.

Testing   
Shafts collide when rotated; heads need to be enlarged to correct this.

Analysis   
I iscalculated with this one by trying to keep the pro le s all. Lesson learned  
overbuild rst and then scale back.
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Phase 4:  Tapered head
Design   

 Inverted ba boo aesthetic applied to head. 
 Lengthened lower ri  of head to co pensate for re oved aterial in head 

design.

Testing   
eads do not seat well because protrusion on head is too s all.

Analysis   
I really like the tapered design but it is proble atic at this stage because too 

uch aterial ust be re oved for it to work. The elongated base of the head 
ade printing very dif cult and required support aterials. Using support ate-

rial caused the printer to ake very short, light strokes and the slow extrusion 
led to a clog.

Phase 5:  Extended neck
Design   

 eturned to Euclidean cylinder head. 
 Added neck between the shaft and the head to reduce rotational interfer-

ence fro  cable ties. Lengthened and tapered protrusion and increased 
depth of cavity on head to create tighter- tting parts. 

Testing   
 The heads t pretty snugly and still rotate. 
 When ounted on a ba boo rod and retained with cable ties, they hold fast 

and rotate freely. 
 A large full-scale odel of the Jansen leg echanis  was built with this 

odel to show proof of concept. 
 Model perfor ed oderately well, however cable tie retainers tend to slip. 

Single plane construction see s too weak for aking furniture. 
 More strength testing is needed, but fully functional prints were not possible 

at this ti e due to software issues. 
 Users who tried the joint were able to understand its function and anipulate 

it without uch guidance.

Analysis   
This is the rst really functional joint after so any prototypes. The joint does 

ost everything being asked of it, however the tolerances for the printer are not 
tight enough to produce a snug enough t for the heads to snap together. More 
experi entation with printer settings and tolerances is needed. Proble s with 
the software are fouling up prints and

 Not printing top layers on odels, which co pro ises their strength. 
 Blobbing the extruded plastic and building odels that were extre ely 

rough.
 Vibrating so violently that the Y-axis was skipping steps, causing odels to 

be slanted and ruined.
 In ll of prints was inco plete and did not overlap the peri eter of the 

odels, leading to exterior shell separation and dela ination.
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Scale odel of echanis  received ixed critique. Many reviewers were 
i pressed at the functionality and syste  but uni pressed at the look of the 
joints. 

Phase 6: Hinge Neck
Design  

Developed a hinge neck that would print in place based on the concept of a ball 
joint. 
Altered surrounding parts to increase strength in this area. 

Testing  
 Early iterations broke because of weak neck parts 
 Final version of this hinge is sturdy at .5  tolerance with ini al a ount 

of ex or torsion when attached to a rod. 
 Construction of a ba boo chair prototype failed due to tubular head slipping 

fro  position on shaft.

Analysis  
Printing this hinged joint requires very tight tolerances. This ay ean that 
inexperienced akers would nd this too dif cult to print. owever, the joint 
tests well using PLA. Was able to print one of these using WPC, and it rotates 
but does not feel strong. With light use, the WPC is dela inating around the 
shaft. Shaft size ay need to be increased. Construction of a prototype chair 
needs a retaining device or so ething stronger than the zip tie around the shaft 
to hold the joint in place. So e success with using a hand drill to ake a hole in 
the ba boo to thread the zip tie through but I feel that this ethod goes against 
the ethos of this project because it akes a syste  dependent on power or 
other tools beside the D3DP. SCION has returned the results fro  the ate-
rials testing which shows that the PLA and ELST co posite, a high density PLA 
( D-PLA) is potentially better suited to the design of this joint. It ay enable the 
neck to bend and thus not require a hinge. 

Phase 7: Cap, Plug, and Cable Ties
Design  

 Developed a cap and plug that t either end of the joint head.
 Created a channel between the ale/fe ale surfaces of the head connec-

tion that allows a cable tie to be threaded through the channel and lock the 
two heads together.

Testing  
 Initial tests of these odi cations show that the cable tie creates a good 

hold of the two joints. In one case, the joint slipped and separated, however 
it did not co pletely fail because the cable tie prevented it. 

 The plug ts very snugly on the ba boo ends and looks like a proper foot to 
a chair. 

 The cap ay need so e odi cation to t as snugly.

Analysis  
The cap and plug are a nice addition to the syste . They give a stack of 
connected Jansen joints a nice beginning and end and will help keep the  
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together for storage and transport. Further investigation into quick- t plu bing 
technology ay prove bene cial to i proving this syste . 

Phase 8: Neck extension
Design

 everted the design back fro  hinge to the extended neck.
 Lengthened the neck even ore to enhance aterial properties.

Testing
 Co parison tests between this version done in PLA only and the PLA/ELST 

co posite blend show that the co posite is ore exible.
 The co posite Jansen joint is able to achieve a greater range of con gura-

tions than the PLA-only version because of the angles. 
 The co posite is functionally about as strong as the PLA-only version.
 The co posite Jansen joint cracks and then progressively breaks, whereas 

the PLA-only version snaps suddenly.

Analysis
The use of the D-PLA in place of the neat PLA eans that the hinged neck 
is not necessary to achieve any angled con gurations. Using this aterial 
gives the Jansen joint a stronger, denser structure than a neat PLA version 
when printed on a desktop FDM D3DP, because the ELST in the D-PLA lls 
the voids left between intra-layer extrusions. This is a signi cant design change 
because the aterials were designed to t the tool and subsequently the object 
that the tool akes can be designed to perfor  a function that would not be 
possible with a standard aterial. A ajor bene t of this design change is that 
inexperienced akers will nd this faster (only 45 inutes at a speed of 20 / 
second) and easier to print.
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Appendix 5  Joint Pro les

The Adjustable Joint  
A ulti-positional cla ping joint inspired by the “Snap  joint by MIT students Lindy Liggett, 
Lisette Lopez, Taylor Morris, Josh a os, and My Vu that is designed to work with pre-cut 
standardised plywood panels (“Snap- econ gurable Furniture  http //web. it.edu/2.744/
www/ esults/studentSub issions/concept e ne ent/tpc2744/syste /). The Adjustable 
Joint i proves on the “Snap  joint because it can be 3D printed and positioned at 90 , 
120 , or 180  angles depending on the furniture structure needed. When printed solid with 
the hardest version of the plastic ade with SCION this joint can be used to ake chairs, 
desks, and shelving units. 

The Flexi Joint  
Modelled after silicone Stick-lets  by Christina Kazakia (http //www.dezeen.
co /2013/10/20/stick-lets-by-christina-kazakia/). This 3D-printable joint allows users to 
quickly build structures using sticks and bits of wood to sketch structures. It can be very 
useful for prototyping or for use in aking te porary structures or tents. This 3D version is 
only possible because the aterial developed with SCION is exible enough to allow these 
joints to bend without breaking, whereas the sa e joint ade with PLA or ABS would 
fracture, due to the brittle nature of these aterials.
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The “Pallet Joint
Joins the planks of a dis antled co ercial pallet. The joints slide onto pallet planks, 
allowing the user to quickly “sketch  a structure and then cinch the structure together using 
standardised tie-down straps. Using pallets or other co on co ercially available plank 
or board ti ber a user can print off the pallet joint and build furnishings for a studio or 
casual living space for uch less than retail furniture.

The “Jansen Joint  
A desktop 3D-printable odular furniture joining syste  odelled after Theo Jansen s 
kinetic sculptures The Strandebeests (http //www.strandbeest.co ). Designed to 
e phasise the exible echanical qualities of the co posite plastic developed with 
SCION. The joint can acco plish positions that would be challenging or i possible if it 
was ade with standard 3D printing aterials. The Jansen Joint is displayed here in a 
variety of aterials. The top left photo shows how the short neck version when printed 
with a durable aterial can be used for rigid structures and at the sa e ti e the long 
neck version can be used to achieve acute angles. Alternately the joint can be printed 
with a hinge using wood co posite plastic. This light-duty version is useful for structural 
co ponents that need to adapt to uneven building conditions.
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Appendix 6  Li itations of D3DP

Li itations of Desktop FFF 3DP based on heuristic and iterative product develop ent and 
testing during this project.

This list is intended to give an idea of the ajor factors responsible for a print not being 
successful or functional. It is by no eans a co plete list.

 The print bed size. 
 The bearings can cause wobble in print.
 The stepper otor. A better otor can ean better s oother print and ner 

resolution; the difference between being able to print an object that oves 
and having to print pieces that are later asse bled.

 The r ware; different r ware interprets G-code in different ways.
 The belts, which can slip or lose tension. When aking intricate odels 

where the printer ust ove in any short exact strokes this can cause 
vibrations that actually shift the printer off the axis.

 The print surface is heated, which is good for so e prints but can be detri-
ental to others. Kapton tape can be great for easy re oval but can cause 

the initial layers of a print to co e undone and lead to curling or warping. 
Masking tape can be better for the initial layers but can i print the surface of 
the print with unwanted texture.

 Side Mount Extruder otor is too far fro  print head to apply suf cient force 
to push la ent through nozzle, resulting in ore clogs.

 Top Mount Extruder Motor adds extra weight to print head and can slow 
down print process so that certain types of prints are dif cult or i possible.

 Ventilation can cause the extruder nozzle to clog. Can reduce or prevent the 
layers of plastic fro  bonding, which leads to dela ination of layers and a 
broken/non functional object.

 Old/dry/da p/UV exposed/fractured la ent can lead to the la ent 
breaking in the extruder echanis  or the extruded plastic not bonding well 
between layers.

 Variations in the size/thickness of the la ent used can cause the la ent 
to get stuck in the extruder echanis  or cause a weakness in the printed 
object due to uneven extrusion.
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Appendix 7  Printing Log
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Appendix 8  Ethics For s
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Photos of the “M  exhibition, Massey University, Wellington, February 2014
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Photos of the “M  exhibition, Massey University, Wellington, February 2014
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The Jansen Joint chair
 Massey University, Wellington, 

February 2014.
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